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FROM THE PRINCIPAL
dear Parents

mention ‘Pisa’ and most people think of mozzarella pizzas, tuscany vineyards 
and a crazily leaning tower, but the Pisa tests have nothing to do with italy; 
they’re a round of exams for young people in reading, maths and science that 
compare the levels of achievement in 65 different education systems.  

Pisa is to education what the world cup is to football. but we have to look 
to the east rather than the west to find the real competition in this contest; 
it’s the so-called ‘asian Supergiants’ that fight it out for the trophy each year.  

Shanghai, china are current winners, with Singapore, South Korea and hong 
Kong close behind.  england is firmly “in the uninspired middle ground”, failing to 
take a top-20 position in any subject.

which is prompting academics, politicians and ordinary people like you and me to ask 
the ‘why’ question.  what have these countries got that we need to know about?
 
according to the economist’s intelligence unit, the answer is straightforward.  china 
and its eastern allies have succeeded in creating “a culture of accountability in which 
teachers, students and parents all take responsibility for education”.
 
can you remember the emmanuel tripod?  every year we remind ourselves that at the 
heart of the emmanuel culture is a simple insight: education is not something that is 
done by teachers to children while their parents look fondly on.  if a school is going to 
succeed, each leg of the tripod must work: parents must take responsibility for their 
children’s nurture (care and protection) and admonition (teaching and discipline), 
teachers must accept responsibility to support parents with these things in their 
field of expertise, students must take responsibility for learning, and for putting their 
knowledge to good use.  

this yearbook gives only a glimpse of what can be achieved when a partnership 
like this is forged, but i hope it serves to encourage us all, whether parents, 

staff or students.  the achievements of our upper Sixth - whose academic 
results placed them tenth in the nation on results day - are shared 
achievements.  the courage and compassion shown by the students 
who visited aidS orphans in Zambia reflect on us all, and the sporting, 
musical, dramatic and musical triumphs recorded in these pages 
would not have been possible had it not been for parents, teachers 
and children each taking responsibility for education.

who is responsible for education?  i am - whether i’m a parent, a 
teacher or a child.  this year expect to see a raft of initiatives that will 
involve you even more closely in education as an emmanuel parent.  it’s 
a privilege to partner with you in the noblest of vocations.

Jonathan winch

 
Jonathan P winch 
 Principal
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the Principal has this year awarded four scholarships, each of which is worth £1,000 
over three years.  these scholarships are awarded to reflect the academic, social, cultural, 
spiritual and personal contributions and achievements of students in their Sixth Form 
years.  these awards are made in advance of a level or btec results being known.

this year’s scholarships go to:
Joanne Ingham, Amy Jaremko, Ethan Lisk and Daniel Mallett

the following students achieved outstanding results in each of the subjects listed 
and are to receive £100 bursaries from the business/industry Sponsors mentioned 
alongside, to whom we are deeply grateful.

A Level:

Art     Jacob armstrong  Emmanuel Award

Biology    daniel huddart  Wearside Footwear

Business Studies   emma old   Emmanuel Award

Chemistry    callum Jessop   Emmanuel Award

Drama    Simon ramshaw  Emmanuel Award

Economics    bethany margerison  Kinnair & Co

English Language   James haikney   Emmanuel Award

English Literature   emily ord   Emmanuel Award

French    Jayne emmett   Emmanuel Award

Further Mathematics  callum Jessop   Emmanuel Award

Geography    abigail Francis   Emmanuel Award

German    daniel huddart  Emmanuel Award

History    Jayne emmett   Emmanuel Award

Mathematics with Mechanics Stefan Spence   Norstead 
     callum Jessop

Mathematics with Statistics daniel huddart  Emmanuel Award

Music     catherine robson  Emmanuel Award

Physical Education   hannah wood   Emmanuel Award

Physics    douglas thomas  Emmanuel Award

Religious Studies   emily ord   Emmanuel Award

BTEC Engineering (Ext. Dip) rebecca cruxton  The Rotary Club

BTEC Business (Dip)  Sophie briers   Emmanuel Award
     rahat choudhury
     Simran rai
     eleanor Scott   

Applied ICT    emma old   Emmanuel Award

Applied Science   lauren mcnall   Emmanuel Award

Special Endeavour Award  christina wood   Emmanuel Award

Sixth Form Bursary Scheme
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ATTENDANCE RECORD
the college attendance record from September to may study leave shows 

attendance after absences for illness and other authorised absences at 96.19%. 
the authorised absences are shown at 3.69% and the unauthorised at 0.12%.

College results against 
previous targets

target 
for 

2014

Result 
for 

2014

target 
for 

2015

national 
average 

(2013 results)

G
C

SE

Students gaining 5 a*-c 100% 95% 100% 81%

Students gaining 5 a*-c including english 
and mathematics 90% 84% 90% 60%

Students gaining the english baccalaureate 
(77% of the year group were eligible) 77% 62% 67% 23%

Students making expected progress in english 90% 85% 95% 69%

Students making expected progress in 
mathematics 95% 91% 95% 70%

Students achieving cc or higher in science 90% 79% 90% not available

average grade per entry (from attainment 8) b B+ b+ not available

a*-a 40% 41% 40% 26%

A
 L

ev
el

a*-b grades 70% 70% 70% 53%

a*-e grades 100% 100% 100% 98%

average grade per entry b B b c

Students achieving aab in three facilitating 
subjects* 20% 16% 20% not available

* Facilitating subjects are: maths and further maths, physics, biology, chemistry, history, geography, 
modern and classical languages and English literature
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Advanced Level (Year 13)

BTEC (Year 13)

AS Level (Year 12)
Subject

No. of 
entries

No. of students achieving each grade 
(grades A-E are full passes)

A B C D E U
Applied ICT 15 1 7 6 1
Applied Science 11 3 5 3
Art 6 3 3
Biology 32 8 5 6 7 3 3

Business Studies 13 4 2 2 3 2
Chemistry 29 3 11 3 9 2 1
Drama 9 3 5 1
Economics 20 4 5 4 3 4
English Language 40 17 9 7 7
English Literature 19 9 7 3
French 8 5 3
Further Mathematics 7 3 1 1 2
Geography 21 2 5 6 4 4
German 11 9 2
History 28 13 10 3 2
Mathematics 49 17 14 9 2 5 2
Music 2 1 1
Physical Education 13 1 3 2 5 1 1
Physics 18 3 7 3 4 1
Religious Studies 22 5 8 4 3 2
Technology 9 2 3 2 2

Subject
No. of 
entries Distinction* Distinction Merit Pass Incomplete/Fail

Business 10 9 1

Engineering 12 11 1

Subject No. of 
entries

No. of students achieving each grade 
(grades A*-E are full passes)

A* A B C D E U
Applied ICT 8 1 3 4
Applied Science 7 1 2 4
Art 7 2 4 1
Biology 37 7 8 8 9 4 1
Business Studies 7 1 5 1
Chemistry 32 5 11 6 7 3
Drama 7 1 5 1
Economics 27 1 9 5 5 5 2
English Language 40 13 17 9 1
English Literature 22 5 2 9 6
French 9 5 2 2
Further Mathematics 10 4 1 3 1 1
Geography 19 5 5 4 5
German 19 4 6 2 5 2
History 24 1 6 9 5 3
Mathematics 58 17 17 16 3 4 1
Music 4 2 2
Physical Education 11 1 1 3 4 1 1
Physics 24 5 4 8 6 1
Religious Studies 26 1 7 9 6 2 1
Technology 5 4 1
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YEAR 13 SUMMARY STATISTICS (2013 figures are shown in brackets)

Students achieving 360 points or more :    55 (41)
Grades Points

Percentage of grades at a* 15% (16%)
Percentage of grades at a*- a 41% nr (40%)
Percentage of grades at a*- b 71% nr (67%)
Percentage of grades at a*- e 100% (100%)
Percentage of students achieving aab in three facilitating subjects* 16% nr (15%)
average total points score per student** 346 nr (323)
average point score per entry 101 nr (99)

nr = new record
* Facilitating subjects are: maths and further maths, physics, biology, chemistry, history, geography, modern and classical   
languages and english literature
** ucaS points: a* = 140, a = 120, b = 100, c = 80, e = 40

Advanced Level (Year 13)
there were 136 students in the year group (114 in 2013). 93% of students studied a levels predominantly 
(80% in 2013), with the remaining studying a mixture of a level and vocational qualifications.

Student Destinations after Year 13 
 University 93   Work/work with training 8 
 Further study 17   Gap year   3 

rebecca cruxton technology, engineering - btec extended diploma , lamda gold bd*d*d*dn 675
nicola hall biology, chemistry, german, mathematics, extended Project, lamda gold a*a*aa*(a*)dn 675
Jacob armstrong art, economics, english literature, german, Philosophy, extended Project a*aa*a*(a)(b) 650
daniel huddart biology, chemistry, german, mathematics, Philosophy a*a*a*a*(a) 620
catherine robson biology, mathematics, music, Physics, Piano grade 8, violin grade 8 ba*aamtmt 620
douglas thomas history, latin, mathematics, Physics, Philosophy aa*a*a*(a) 600
Stefan Spence Further mathematics, mathematics, music, Physics, lamda Silver a*a*aa*mt 590
Peter winch german, mathematics, Physics, religious Studies, lamda gold, trumpet grade 8 a*a*a*(a)dnmt 590
Jason boyle chemistry, Further mathematics, mathematics, Physics, lamda gold aaa*a*dn 585
ryan wright biology, chemistry, mathematics, Physics, lamda gold aaaamt 580
alexander chadwick biology, chemistry, mathematics, Physics a*a*a*a* 560
bartholomew Forsyth biology, chemistry, Further mathematics, mathematics a*a*a*a* 560
callum Jessop chemistry, Further mathematics, german, mathematics a*a*a*a* 560
Simon ramshaw drama, english language, english literature, history, lamda gold aaa*bmt 540
Kristin Forrest biology, Further mathematics, mathematics, chemistry, economics a*a*a*(b)(a) 530
James haikney english language, english literature, French, creative writing, history, Philosophy aaa(a)(a)(b) 530
Jennifer merrix biology, chemistry, mathematics, german, extended Project a*aa*(a)(a*) 530
emily ord english language, english literature, religious Studies, history, lamda gold aa*a*(d)mt 490
harry Fitzjohn biology, chemistry, economics, mathematics aaaa 480
Joel willmore economics, english literature, german, music aa*ab 480
niall carolan chemistry, Further mathematics, mathematics, Physics abaa 460
emily dunn biology, chemistry, mathematics, Physics aba*b 460
caitlin hood technology, engineering - btec extended diploma  (d)d*d*d* 450
muhammad abdullah biology, chemistry, mathematics, economics a*aa(a) 440
Jayne emmett French, german, history, Philosophy aaa*(a) 440
alex Forster biology, chemistry, mathematics, economics aaa*(a) 440
Joshua mason chemistry, Further mathematics, mathematics, Physics aca*b 440
nathan cordey chemistry, Further mathematics, mathematics, Physics bbab 420
ashleigh cullen Further mathematics, german, mathematics, Physics bca*b 420
niamh cuthbert engineering - btec extended diploma  d*d*d* 420
ciaran grant economics, history, mathematics, english language aaa(a) 420
hannah mcKenna drama, english language, english literature, lamda gold bbbdn 420
niamh Storey english language, english literature, Psychology, german aaa(a) 420
abby toal economics, history, mathematics, art aaa(a) 420
Katie ackerley english language, French, german, Philosophy aaa(b) 410
Sophie holland biology, chemistry, english language, mathematics aaa(b) 410
danielle Payne biology, mathematics, religious Studies, chemistry ba*a(b) 410
mahbub rahman biology, economics, mathematics, chemistry aaa(b) 410
Stuart tann chemistry, mathematics, Physics, biology aaa(b) 410
Sharon lau biology, chemistry, economics, mathematics bbbb 400
ethan lisk biology, english literature, Physical education, lamda gold ca*amt 400
ben little engineering - btec extended diploma  d*d*d 400
aidan riley biology, chemistry, mathematics, Physics bbbb 400
matthew graham economics, history, mathematics, Philosophy aba(b) 390
Samuel huthart biology, chemistry, mathematics, Physics aab(b) 390
emma old applied ict, business Studies, geography aa*a 380
Phillippa barber biology, english language, english literature, mathematics, lamda Silver dab(d)mt 360
Jack gray biology, chemistry, economics, Philosophy aca(c) 360
Joanne ingham english language, French, german aaa 360
Sarah James chemistry, mathematics, Physics, Further mathematics bab(c) 360
rachel Johnson drama, english language, religious Studies, geography, lamda gold bbe(u)dn 360
bethany margerison economics, mathematics, religious Studies a*ab 360
Kate murphy art, history, Physical education, lamda gold a*ccmt 360
liam richardson French, german, religious Studies aaa 360
Kyle watts chemistry, geography, mathematics, Physics bab(c) 360
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BTEC

Subject no. of 
entries no. of students achieving each grade

a* a b c d e F g u

art 38 11 12 9 6

biology 85 22 25 20 16 2

business Studies 51 1 8 19 19 4

chemistry 85 25 26 20 14

core Science 96 1 6 26 40 20 3

additional Science 96 9 23 39 21 4

drama 13 1 7 3 2

economics 72 6 21 26 13 6

engineering 20 4 11 5

english 193 19 42 59 52 18 3

english literature 182 30 53 45 41 9 3 1

Food and nutrition 17 5 4 6 2

French 121 18 17 23 35 27 1

geography 101 19 24 25 23 6 2 2

german 60 14 20 19 7

history 76 21 20 19 11 4 1

ict 28 6 12 6 2 2

industrial technology 20 3 10 6 1

latin language 11 11

mathematics 193 36 43 51 45 13 3 2

music 9 3 3 2 1

Physical education 41 2 3 3 15 13 5

Physics 85 18 22 28 16 1

religious education 192 34 45 42 34 21 8 4 4

technology 193 61 63 53 15 1

Subject no. of 
entries distinction * distinction merit Pass

level 
1

Fail

Principles of applied Science 
(level 2 award) 12 1 9 2

applications of applied Science 
(level 2 award) 12 5 7

business (level 2 diploma) 14 3 2 9

ict (level 2 extended certificate) 34 11 6 13 4

GCSE
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YEAR 11 SUMMARY STATISTICS (2013 figures are shown in brackets)*
there were 193 students in the year group (197 in 2013)

                      Number         Percentage
Students attaining 5+ a*-c grades 183 (196) 94.8% (99.5%)

Students attaining 5+ a*-c grades including english and mathematics 163 (179) 84.5% (90.9%)

Students gaining the english baccalaureate (77% of students eligible) 119 (123) 61.7% (62.4%)

Students attaining 10+ a*-c grades 142 (176) 73.1% (89.3%)

Percentage of grades at a*-a 848 (991) 40.3% (41.0%)

Percentage of grades a*-c 1856 (2278) 89.4% (94.1%)

average total points score per student** 522.4 (583.5) 

average points score per entry 46.8 (47.4)

NATIONAL COMPARISONS
In our specialist subjects of 

English, science, mathematics 
and technology the following 
percentages were achieved:

A*-A A*-C

emmanuel national emmanuel national

english 32% 14% 89% 62%

mathematics 41% 15% 91% 62%

technology 64% 18% 99% 61%

biology* 55% 41% 98% 90%

chemistry* 60% 43% 100% 91%

Physics* 47% 42% 99% 91%

* College enters 44% of students for separate science GCSEs.  This is not the case nationally where only the most able 25% 
of students are entered.  College believes that separate science GCSE is by far the best course for 16-year-olds and is the 
strongest preparation possible for success at A Level. 

Student Destinations 
after Year 11 

Remaining at Emmanuel College
132

Leaving for full-time study elsewhere, 
employment and/or training

61

Students achieving 11 or more A* / A : 29 (30)
   A* A A*/A
claire robson  12  12
navraj lalli  11 1 12
matthew Fairhurst 11  11
Jennifer reay  11  11
hal robinson  11  11
Shubhangi Jha  10 2 12
georgia middlemiss 10 2 12
alexander walls  10 2 12
molly bowden  10 1 11
olivia cossey  10 1 11
liam Sowerby  9 3 12
andrew Sundin  9 3 12
michael iveson  9 2 11
harry wilson  9 2 11
matthew cornish  8 4 12
Shannon richardson 8 4 12
emma hill  8 3 11
lauren Johnson  8 3 11
robyn watt  8 3 11
Jessica Page  7 5 12
Satya Srivastava  7 5 12
Joseph donnohue 7 4 11
roxanne hall  6 6 12
Kara beattie  6 5 11
adam bradford  6 5 11
alice cassidy  6 5 11
matthew maddock 6 5 11
lewis morgan  5 7 12
declan Southern  5 6 11

Year 11 Academic Award Winners 

Excellence 
matthew Fairhurst

claire robson
hal robinson

Endeavour
lewis terrell 

Sidhra chowdry 
Shamsia Khalisadar 

BTEC

GCSE

*  the comparison with 2013 results is not on a like for like basis as new rules were introduced in 2014: btec courses   
   previously counting as four subjects now count only as one.

**  Points score: a* = 58, a = 52, b = 46, c = 40, d = 34, e = 28, F = 22, g = 16
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UNIvERSITY COURSES COMMENCING AUTUMN 2014
Aberdeen Forsyth bartholomew mbchb medicine

Bangor lisk ethan bSc Sport Science (outdoor activities)

Cambridge thomas douglas ba classics

 winch Peter ba modern and medieval languages

Durham ackerley Katie ba modern languages

 emmett Jayne ba modern languages

 Forrest Kristin bSc natural Sciences

 Spence Stefan mPhys Physics

Edge Hill cruxton rebecca bSc Secondary design and technology education with QtS

Edinburgh Forster alex mbchb medicine

 ingham Joanne ma german and Spanish

Essex Starling rachel bSc economics (including year abroad)

Glasgow tuckey matthew ma theatre Studies

 watts Kyle bSc earth Science

Heriot-Watt hindmarsh Steven bSc mathematical, Statistical and actuarial Sciences

Huddersfield mcKenna hannah ba drama

Hull York Medical School Fitzjohn harry mb bS medicine

Imperial huddart daniel mbbS/bSc medicine

Keele murdy rachel bSc mathematics

King’s College London lau Sharon mPharm Pharmacy

 Smith ashleigh bSc nursing Studies with registration as a nurse (adult nursing)

Lancaster margerison bethany bSc economics

Leeds carolan niall meng chemical and energy engineering

 cullen ashleigh bSc mathematics

 huthart Samuel bSc human Physiology

Leeds Metropolitan gilbride Sam ba accounting and Finance

Leicester chadwick alexander mbchb medicine

Liverpool wood beth ba geography

Loughborough muswere anita ba international relations

Manchester abdullah muhammad mbchb medicine

 boyle Jason mPhys Physics

Newcastle ati Samir bSc Financial mathematics

 aydon Sarah ba history

 barney Joshua mcomp computing Science

 bell andrew ba music

 briers Sophie ba business management

 eckford benjamin ba history

 hadfield lewis bSc Financial mathematics

 holland Sophie bdS dentistry

 James Sarah bSc maths

 lynn brogan ba combined honours

 oliver dominic ba history

 ord emily ba english language and literature

 Palmer lewis bSc biology and Psychology

 Payne danielle bSc Psychology

 ramshaw Simon ba english literature with creative writing

 riley aidan mchem chemistry with medicinal chemistry 

    (with industrial training)

 robinson Jessica ba geography and Planning

 Storey niamh bSc Psychology

 toal abby bSc economics

 wright ryan mb bS medicine

Northumbria barber Phillippa ba english language and literature

 bhandari monica ba early Primary education

 brady ryan ba business with Finance management

 choudhury rahat ba international business management

 dobson ross beng civil engineering
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 Francis abigail bSc Food Science and nutrition

 gray Jack ba business leadership and corporate management

 grenfell nicole ba international business management

 hardy ellen ba english language Studies

 Jaremko amy ba early Primary education

 lambert daniel bSc applied Sport and exercise Science

 latimer Sarah ba early Primary education

 mohammed Sabbah llb law with business

 old emma ba early Primary education

 Purdy ellie m law law (exempting)

 rai Simran ba business management

 rutherford natalie ba early Primary education

 Scott Susan ba english literature and creative writing

 Sweeney meghan ba early Primary education

 wood hannah ba Sport development with coaching

 young Jenny ba Sport development with coaching

Nottingham graham matthew bSc economics

 imeson Shannon ba german and russian

 mills Jack ba history and beginners russian

 rahman mahbub bSc economics

 imeson Shannon ba german and russian

Oxford armstrong Jacob ba english and german

 willmore Joel ba german

St Andrews hall nicola mbchb medicine

Sheffield dunn emily mbchb medicine

 merrix Jennifer mbchb medicine

 reca Zofia ba music and Korean Studies

 richardson liam ba French and german

 woolsey leanne ba Korean Studies with Japanese

Sheffield Hallam Jones charlotte ba english language

Staffordshire robinson harry beng mechanical engineering

Sunderland akram hajra bSc extended Programme of Sciences - 

    bioPharmaceutical Science pathway

 beck dominic ba business and management

 begum Janat ba accounting and Finance

 butler ryan ba history

 drummond Sarah ba Sports development

 hewitt matthew ba Sports Journalism

 irving gemma mPharm Pharmacy

 leverett Jenny ba childhood Studies

 mcnall lauren ba Primary education

 nolan ryan ba Sports Journalism

 Siddique Khizar llb law (Qualifying)

 Snow Stevie ba health and Social care and modern Foreign    

    languages (French)

 Snowdon ryan ba business and marketing

 wilson megan ba/bSc childhood Studies and Psychology

 winstanley liam ba history

UCL mason Joshua mSci chemistry with mathematics

York appleby alexander ba historical archaeology

 bell nathan bSc computer Science and mathematics

 choudhury Sabira ba english language and linguistics

 cordey nathan bSc economics, econometrics and Finance

 haikney James ba english

 robson catherine ba music

York St John wilson hayley ba accounting and business management
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STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Head Boy   Jason boyle
Head Girl   nicola hall
Assistant Head Boy  Sam hedley
Assistant Head Girl  anna cummins
Student Editors  Freddy Potts
    mary winn
 
HOUSE CAPTAINS 

CORINTHIANS Peter winch and Phillippa barber
assisted by  callum bellshaw and amy Fuller

GALATIANS  ethan lisk and emily ord
assisted by  andrew haggath and victoria waugh

ROMANS  Stefan Spence and ellen gray
assisted by  James Knox and harriet miller

TEAM CAPTAINS AND VICE-CAPTAINS

RUGBY
 Captain  Vice-Captain
u12 vusisizwe dube myles cummings
u13 thomas Kell  Josh moran
u14 alex boyle  ryan cunningham
u15 matthew Purdy ben hedley
u16 cameron nyambega alex ivison
1st Xv ciaran grant  ethan lisk

HOCKEY
 Captain  Vice-Captain 
u12 Kate Sowerby  rebecca Jeffrey
u13 rebecca robson rebecca Stokell
u14 georgia Kyle  harriet hawdon
u15 amy Feetham  ellie cummins
u16 emiline Scott  charlie Saint
u19 Jenny young  abbie goulbourn
boys aarun Sangha  Sam donkin 
 
NETBALL
 Captain  Vice Captain  
u12 Katie lemmon  emily henderson
u13 lucy brooks  bethany cornish
u14 Jessica morgan erin wadey
u15 Katie cuthbertson emily Peterson
u16 Zoe taylor  Sidrah Khalid
u19 hannah wood  emily dunn

Sixth Form Prefects
ishmam ahmed 
Jacob armstrong

akees ayoub
hope barney
daniel bate

Stephen creed
laura cruxton

emily dunn
callie Ferguson
Kara Ferguson
ciaran grant

lewis hadfield
holly henderson
laura hodgson
Sophie holland
monjur hussain
Joanne ingham
callum Jessop

daniel lambert
robin larkin

megan mcmillan
Jennifer merrix
Jemma owens

Joe Parkin
danielle Payne

Freddy Potts
chris rouse

meghan Sweeney
Kyle watts

Jenny young

Year 9 Prefects
ishank arora

charlotte bainbridge
eleanor coltman

ryan cunningham
matthew goon

Jordan-lee guthrie
daniel hand

lily hetherington
Steven Jaremko
chelsea Knott

amy Kyle
eve oliver

Joshua Steer
victoria walls
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WEST SIDE STORY
over the course of four days in February more than 100 emmanuel college students, 
with the huge assistance of some very dedicated members of staff, managed to act, 
dance, sing and stage-manage their way through an intense and complex musical.  
the results have generally been viewed as extraordinary, with mr winch describing it 
as “one of the best productions ever” in an assembly not long afterwards.

those involved in the production, who rehearsed for 14 weeks prior to the opening 
night, showed much dedication and great leadership.  the entire backstage area, 
along with all the tightly managed scene changes which helped the production 
to run so smoothly, was in the main organised and overseen not by staff but by 
charlotte Jones (13 osterman).  equally, matthew tuckey (13 osterman) had a key 
role as the show’s assistant director, and was responsible for some of its best-loved 
scenes such as gee, officer Krupke.  Students past and present were also critical to 
the show’s choreography, with conor Kerrigan, mollie Kerrigan (13 buckley), robin 
larkin (12 neibig) and Joanne ingham (13 Simblet) not only dancing spectacularly 
themselves but helping many others without the same degree of skill, including 
Shark leader rahat choudhury (13 osterman), who describes himself even now as 
“having two left feet”.

it was in the show itself that all this hard work came together.  thanks to the 
commitment and support of various members of staff, not least mrs wells, mrs 
Simblet, miss nichol and miss taylor, the show ran almost without a hitch; on every 
night, audiences were dazzled by the flair of scenes like mambo and america and 
left in tears by the finale, which leading lady rachel Johnson (13 Swan) described 
as the show’s “hardest scene, especially emotionally”.  when it was all over, and 
the year 13s had got over the emotion of their last-ever interval in an emmanuel 
college production, there was much to be proud of: the show’s lead man, matthew 
laidlaw (12 lawrence), “loved the entire production”, while the last word belongs 
to matthew tuckey: “i felt sheer elation standing on stage with charlotte and the 
rest of the team at the end of the final show…west Side Story was a tremendous 
experience.”

Freddy PottS 12 wooler
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CHRISTMAS CONCERT FEAT: 
Senior Choir
the expectations for the evening were high as college anticipated its seasonal 
christmas concert, which acted as the first formal presentation of the work put in by 
new music department members, miss nichol and mrs dueck.

concerns that it just wouldn’t be the same without dr lynch and mr walton were 
soon allayed as a dazzling spectacle of musical talent unfolded.  the evening began 
with handel’s ‘and the glory of the lord’, which had been meticulously prepared 
and practised by our new Senior choir.  the choir, for those in year 10 and above, 
began at the start of this academic year, and has quickly gained gravitas, performing 
at a variety of events such as a fundraising concert at eldon Square and the carol 
Service at the city hall.
 
as we pondered the wonder of christmas, it was a wonder everything managed to 
pull together.  yet all the problems were surmounted - the flute rendered unplayable 
the night before, and the guitarists that half of the orchestra had to climb over to get 
to their seats!  well done to everyone who performed and a huge thanks to all staff 
who made the event possible!

Faye hammerton 10 watters Seyi adeniyi 10 heptinstall

with the winter gala concert proving such a success, expectations were running 
high for the Summer concert on thursday 8 may.

the evening started in tremendous fashion, with the Senior choir giving an excel-
lent rendition of Agnus Dei from Fauré’s requiem.  “there are lots of year 13s in the 
choir,” said mrs dueck.  “it’s a very strong year group for music, so we’re going to 
need more when they leave – especially basses!”

there were other notable performances, from the String Quartet and the orchestra.  
one of the highlights was a special arrangement for the orchestra by andrew bell 
(13 Simblet) and catherine robson (13 P buckley).  they had arranged einaudi’s 
piano piece I Giorni for full orchestra.  andrew conducted, while catherine accompa-
nied on piano, in which she had just passed grade 8 with merit.

an unprecedentedly high number of year 7s participated in the event, despite many 
only taking up their instruments six months previously.  with the young violinists 
showing such promise, we are sure that we will be filling the hall again in no time. 

JameS cumminS 10 Peterson

Gala Concert
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AN UNFORGETTABLE 
EvENING
a huge range of talent was put on show at this year’s Presentation evening, 
including an opening from the cast of west Side Story, a dance solo from 
rachael ward (13 ridley), and memorable performances from the Senior 
choir and the college orchestra. 

the evening opened with an awe-inspiring excerpt from this year’s college 
production.  costumes were re-hired, positions were re-calibrated, and dance moves 
were (eventually) re-learned.  west Side Story was truly done justice to throughout 
the five-minute slot, which featured ‘cool’, ‘america’, and, of course, the dramatic 
finale: ‘tonight’ (ensemble). 

deserving of a special mention are andrew bell (13 Simblet) and catherine robson 
(13 P buckley), who arranged ludovico einaudi’s beautiful ‘i giorni’.  originally a 
solo piano piece, andrew and catherine arranged an orchestral accompaniment 
in their spare time.  in addition to this, the college orchestra’s repertoire included 
‘gabriel’s oboe’, and the Senior choir performed stirring renditions of ‘Shine on us’, 
‘londonderry air’ and ‘every time i Feel the Spirit’. 

a bittersweet part of the evening was mrs durant’s farewell.  mrs durant has 
involved many students in singing over her five years at emmanuel.  one voice, 
the choir which she conducts, sang ‘let it go’ from disney’s Frozen, an appropriate 
ending to a productive partnership with the Sage gateshead.

Presentation evening was a true showcase of emmanuel’s talent.  we heartily 
congratulate everyone who was involved in the evening, whether receiving awards, 
performing in the orchestra, or dancing along to ‘cool’; every single person 
deserved the applause that night
 
Jonathan iceton 10 ridley 
Katie wilSon 10 ogborn
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ACADEMIC AWARDS - EXCELLENCE
YEAR 6

georgia anderson

YEAR 7
tanusree bhuvaneshwar

amy baker
gemma moran

YEAR 8
daniel calland
michael Farrell
caitlin leverett

YEAR 9
ryan cunningham

alexander boyle
ishank arora

YEAR 10
olivia moran

charlotte Sefton
Kapileshwar bhuvaneshwar

ACADEMIC AWARDS - ENDEAVOUR
YEAR 6

Jordan mather

YEAR 7
calum Szpak
ilana hussain

rebecca Jeffrey

YEAR 8
Sam endean

ben robinson
Faye chisholm

YEAR 9
aarun Sangha
eve cummings

rosie Foers

YEAR 10
John Sutherland

Jack holmes
colette Johnson

SPELLING AWARDS AND MUSIC SCHOLARSHIPS
THE WATERSTONE’S 

SPELLING PLATE
THE WATERSTONE’S 
SPELLING AWARDS

OUTSTANDING 
ACHIEVEMENT 

IN MUSIC

OUTSTANDING 
CONTRIBUTION 

IN MUSIC

OUTSTANDING 
PROGRESS 
IN MUSIC

matthew earl
daniel thirlaway  (year 7)
aaron Shankar   (year 8)

Kieran o’mahony (year 9)
catherine robson Peter winch Katie ross

SPORTS AWARDS
VICTOR 

LUDORUM
VICTRIX

LUDORUM
SENIOR RUGBY 

PLAYER OF THE YEAR 
HOCKEY PLAYER 

OF THE YEAR 

Samuel gorman
alexander boyle
Finlay weatherill

conner anderson

Minor
Junior

Intermediate
Senior

anna burbidge-o’Flaherty
Jessica morgan 
louise griffiths

Sophie montgomery
ciaran grant

anya cassidy robson (Jnr)
Kennedy Smart (Snr)

THE BOATH MINUTE THE LLOYD MEDAL SPORTSMAN OF THE YEAR SPORTSWOMAN OF THE YEAR

ethan lisk (boys)
Sophie montgomery (girls)

christopher rouse (boys)
Jessica watts (girls) ben hedley Keir nyambega

SPECIAL PRIZES
MILLENNIUM SENIOR CURRICULUM 

AWARD
JUNIOR COLLEGE CURRICULUM 

AWARD
JUNIOR COLLEGE PUBLIC 

SPEAKING AWARD

Sarah burgess michael Farrell holly emmett

WESLEY OWEN AWARD FOR 
BIBLICAL STUDIES

DEREK ESP TECHNOLOGY PRIZE 
LECTURE (Yr8)

SOKKIA TROPHY FOR BUSINESS 
EDUCATION

rachel Fairhurst caitlin leverett rebecca laybourn

DAVID WILLIAMS AWARD FOR 
EXCELLENCE IN THE WRITTEN 

WORD
BONAS AWARD FOR GERMAN AND 

TECHNOLOGY
CLOUGH AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE 

IN ELECTRONICS

Frederick Potts michael iveson charlotte Saint

ALBERT DICKEN AWARD FOR 
ECONOMICS

EMMANUEL COLLEGE ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION PRIZE

THE MALTHOUSE SMITH 
CHEMISTRY AWARD

Stephen creed emily dunn harry Fitzjohn

MAJOR AWARDS
CHAIRMAN’S 

SHORT STORY AWARD
JOHN LAING COMMUNITY SERVICE 

TROPHY
THE ALBERT DICKEN AWARD FOR 

BUSINESS STUDIES

Kristian Kerr danielle Payne liam hedley

PRINCIPAL’S SPECIAL AWARD OUTSTANDING SPORTSPERSON 
AWARD

THE ONYX CUP 
FOR TECHNOLOGY

rachael ward christopher rouse andrew coffell

PREMIER AWARDS
THE WIECEK 

CUP
THE DEREK TAMS 

AWARD
THE HARLIE GILBERTSON 

ENDEAVOUR AWARD
THE VARDY CUP FOR 

EXCELLENCE

Samuel thompson natalie reay ethan lisk olivia moran

HOUSE CUP

romans

ECAS AND DRAMA AWARDS
ECAS  LEVEL 1 

EXCELLENCE AWARD
ECAS  LEVEL 2 

EXCELLENCE AWARD
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE IN 

THE COLLEGE PRODUCTION
OUTSTANDING 

CONTRIBUTION TO DRAMA

Joshua carter
emily lynch

aaron Shankar
morgan lisk ryan nolan matthew tuckey

rachel Johnson
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Andrew Bell
What instruments do you play, and are you a member of any 

groups?
i’ve been playing guitar for as long as i can remember, and i also play 

piano and drums.  i’ve been playing in bands on and off for around five 
years, most recently ‘atlanta’ (www.soundcloud.com/atlantaofficial), 

which has been doing quite well.

You conducted the orchestra as they played your 
composition at Presentation Evening. Tell us a bit about it.
well, it was the first performance in a major venue such as the 
Sage, so knowing about the acoustics, the previous acts that have 
performed there and the publicity behind it added to the hype and 

the excitement of performing.  we’d already performed einaudi’s 
piece alongside the orchestra in may at the gala concert, and had full 

confidence in their ability, so that put some of the nerves at rest.  in all 
honesty, i don’t think we will ever get over the reaction of the audience 

after the show.  it still doesn’t feel real!

How long did it take you to compose the piece, and what inspired 
you?

we both started arranging it in February of this year and it took a couple months 
of solid work to get it finished.  i had to do a bit of research to see what it meant to 
einaudi, and found out that his album of the same name [‘i giorni’] was a lament of 
his days travelling in africa, and ‘i giorni’ itself means ‘the days’, so we tried to keep 
that in mind.  of course, what we did is essentially a cover, so we also had to put our 
own spin on it, and you’ll hear the huge ending that catherine arranged - that’s my 
favourite part of the piece. 

Where are you hoping your music will take you?
i plan to go to newcastle uni to study music.  i feel like my aspirations are changing 
daily.  one day i’d love to be a film composer and practise writing for screen, and 
another day i just sit on with my guitar and write the tunes with the lads in the band, 
so i guess it’s a case of whatever falls into place at the moment.  in short, if i made an 
impact on people’s lives because of my music, i would class myself as successful. 

How has Emmanuel helped you on your journey with music?
everyone’s had a massive impact on my musical development, especially having mr 
thorell and mr mccrae as instrumental teachers, allowing me to be at a level where 
i can actually compose on an instrument in different styles.  having four different 
teachers over the course of my a levels has helped as well, as i’ve had different 
perspectives.  dr lynch and mr walton opened my mind to different styles of music 
which i never thought i’d fall in love with, but i wouldn’t have had the opportunity 
to write for the orchestra if miss nichol and mrs dueck hadn’t so kindly agreed!  
they changed the way i think about music and somehow made me love it even 
more than i already did, so i can’t thank them enough for all their help. 

Give us some advice for students looking to start composing/conducting.
For composing, keep practising your instrument(s), write as much as you can; even 
if it’s the worst thing ever – just finish.  most of my composing is improvisation, so 
try that as well.  listen to different types of music and when mrs dueck tells you to 
keep a listening diary – do it.  i found that most helpful for finding material to adapt 
from other composers when i get stuck!  don’t worry – everyone borrows other 
composers’ ideas.

in terms of conducting, just watch the greats like bernstein or Simon rattle, but 
don’t worry about jumping about on the podium like they do; it’s more important 
to keep the orchestra in time, so start small and relaxed and it’ll save you from 
looking crazy, as well. 
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What would be your wildest dream (musically)?
to put on a series of sell-out nights bringing all kinds of music together from classical 
to rock at somewhere like the royal albert hall, or even the Sage as that would be 
a great hometown show; obviously all the big names would have to be involved but 
that would take a lot of begging.

Catherine Robson 
What instruments do you play, and are you a member of any groups?
Piano and violin, both to grade 8, but like most musicians i do delve into other 
instruments for fun.  being a string player means i can be involved with school 
groups such as orchestra and String Quartet, but i also participate in smaller groups 
and choir.

You accompanied the orchestra on piano as they played your composition 
at Presentation Evening.  Tell us a bit about the experience.
i was so incredibly nervous!  i guess people don’t expect musicians who spend so 
much time performing to get particularly anxious, but i was so apprehensive i had to 
have the nerves physically shaken out of me.  i’ve played pieces that i’ve composed 
myself at other emmanuel events, but nowhere as prestigious as the Sage.  the 
added pressure of playing a piece that you’ve had so much control of, and have put 
a part of yourself into creatively, and then playing it in front of thousands of people 
is pretty daunting.  despite the nerves i must say it was one of the best experiences 
of my life.
 
What inspired you to compose the piece?
well, andy really got the whole project going.  he had the idea to arrange a piece for 
the orchestra; we didn’t really have enough time to write a completely new piece of 
music, so we decided on an arrangement.

our final decision to rearrange ‘i giorni’ by einaudi was a difficult choice to make 
but we decided on it because einaudi in particular is a great stepping stone to really 
draw a young audience into the world of classical music.  it is also a simple and 
impressionable piece, allowing us to mould it, while still keeping it recognisable as 
the same piece of music.  despite it just being an arrangement we did heavily alter 
the ending.  

What’s the plan for the future? 
i hope to go to york university to study music, specialise in composition and pursue 
a career in film composing.  this is a tough ambition, but if it’s something you really 
enjoy doing and are good at, there’s no point giving up just because the chances of 
making it are slim!

What will you miss most about Emmanuel?
the teachers.  this school has some amazing staff who have been entirely supportive 
of my endeavours throughout.  So don’t take them for granted!  it’s now going to be 
difficult going into the real world where you don’t quite have the same support!  

What advice would you give to other students looking to start 
composing/take up an instrument?
Just do it… get started!  i know so many people 
who wanted to take up instruments who just 
never got round to it and seriously regret 
it.  with composing, once you start, listen to 
lots of other composers, learn lots of different 
pieces, analyse them, learn the theory behind 
what and why you use certain techniques.  
composing is a place where you can be as 
eccentric as you want and still be appreciated 
as being ‘original’ rather than crackers! 
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ARTWORK

‘Pondering’ Sarah Rimington Ward 
aS Fine art (fine liner and wash)

‘Emily’ Emily Wilkinson
a2 Fine art (acrylic on canvas)

‘Youthful Spirit’ 
Dominika Iwaniuk 

gcSe Fine art (chalk pastels)

‘Rusted Lock’ Mollie Kerrigan 
aS Fine art (mixed media)

‘High Tea’ Kara Ferguson 
aS Fine art (acrylic on board)
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‘Abbie’ Abbie Charlton
a2 Fine art (acrylic on board)

‘Jacob’ Jacob Armstrong
a2 Fine art (acrylic on wood) ‘D
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‘Cat Nap’ Joe Wallace
gcSe Fine art (black biro)

‘Summer Sun’ Eleanor Scott
a2 Fine art (drawing ink)
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REG vARDY BAND
on Saturday 5 July emmanuel’s main hall was taken over for 
a musical spectacle like no other.  the reg vardy brass band, 
which competes internationally, put on a concert for emmanuel 
students, friends and family.

Featuring solos from students Peter winch (13 williams) and 
cameron barker (12 osterman), the night was a wonderful 
experience, especially for Sam chapman (8 honey) and me, 

who also took part in the concert, playing alongside the professional musicians.

the first half featured the more serious pieces, including Peter winch’s solo piece 
‘the lazy trumpeter’, while the second half was kicked off with a Star wars medley, 
and involved some Salvation army pieces, as well as an unforgettable encore.  lewis 
Johnson (10 Schneider), who attended with his family, said: “it was amazing, and the 
quality of the music was fantastic.”

beth carabine, who left emmanuel two years ago, plays percussion for the band, 
and it was a pleasure for everyone to see her continuing with her passion for music.  
we wish her and the band all the best for the future!

Seyi adeniyi 10 heptinstall

Art in Years 7 - 9
Omar-Humza Amin (9 
Butterfield) Presentation of a 
favourite artist’s work

Ella Murray 
(9 Wiecek) 

Presentation of 
a favourite 

artist’s work

Kieron Smith (8 Murthy) Self 
portrait: abstract impression
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imagine the opportunity to encounter real rockets, 
simulate the big bang theory, take part in a relativity 
master-class, create comets and explore the world 
of nuclear fusion.  Phew!  you would have to be 

on the annual a level Physics trip to the national 
Space centre and the culham centre for nuclear Fusion.  

accompanied by mrs tully and mr layfield, we embarked upon 
our investigative adventure.  master-class activities began with the 

opportunity to play with our big-bang balloons, followed by a mind-
blowing cartoon physics video called ‘al’s relativistic adventures’ (google it 

if you’re intrigued!).  next came an opportunity to make our very own comet, 
but don’t try it at home – essential ingredients are sand, gravel and dry ice.  as 

you may appreciate (if you did google it!), the first day of our trip left us somewhat 
mentally drained.

day two found us with a pancake-flat tyre en route to the culham centre for nuclear 
Fusion.  (at this point we need to thank mr layfield for waiting for the rac while we 
all abandoned the mini-bus and hailed a taxi!).  eventually we arrived at the culham 
centre for Fusion energy (ccFe), which operates the world’s leading fusion research 
facility, Jet (Joint european torus).  nuclear fusion is the process that powers our 
own Sun, where atomic nuclei collide and fuse together, releasing energy.  why is 
the research so important?  because it’s helping to develop fusion as a new source of 
clean energy.  

we were also amazed to learn about the international 
thermonuclear experimental reactor (iter), which is 
currently being built in the South of France.  the iter project 
aims to make the long-awaited and vital transition from 
experimental studies to full-scale electricity-producing fusion 
power plants.  we learned that the iter fusion reactor itself 
has been designed to produce 500 megawatts of output 
power from 50 megawatts of input power, which would be 
a major step forward.  iter may be operational by 2019 for 
initial trials.  it’s inspiring to think that the fusion process 
could create almost unlimited amounts of energy without 
using fossil fuels and producing no carbon dioxide emissions 
– potentially solving both the current energy crisis and the 
problem of climate change. 

our physics adventure was extremely interesting and further 
developed our knowledge of space, the universe and nuclear 
fusion.  many thanks must go to mrs tully and mr layfield 
for organising the visit.  maybe one day a visit to iter in the 
sunny south of France would be a great Physics trip! 

rachel murdy 13 oughton 
leanne woolSey 13 lawrence

Rockets, relativistic 
adventures, flat tyre and 
fusion research!
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FLYING HIGH AT 
THE AvIATION 
CHALLENGE

Rockets, relativistic 
adventures, flat tyre and 
fusion research!

on 2 July 2014 four a-level students and mr 
ridley went down to teesside university to 
take part in an aviation challenge against 
40 other year 12 students from the north 
of england.

each team was first tasked with 
designing a standard glider by 
following a set of instructions.  we 
had to make sure that the weight 
at either end of the glider was 
balanced so that it would fly in a 
straight line.  despite being furnished with calculations to follow, we decided to work it 
out the old-fashioned way and balance the plane on our fingers so that we could place 
the right amount of blu-tack on the nose of the glider to keep it in equilibrium.

then, following a series of lectures on flight, delivered by subject specialists, we were 
allocated a number of materials and challenged to build our own glider.  during the 
build, we were given a tour of the facilities of the university where we saw a boeing 
747 engine used by the students to train on, and a written-off aircraft - again used for 
study.  on returning to our workplace, we continued with the building and ended up 
with a glider which looked great… but had wings on back-to-front; there had clearly 
been a lapse in communication somewhere down the production line!

despite this, we battled on and tested the glider, and it flew surprisingly well.  but 
the day culminated in a competitive ‘fly off’ of the 11 aircraft produced, including 
ours.  having seen the other aircraft, we were hesitant as to whether ours would even 
compete, but nevertheless we gave it a shot… and somehow came second!  that was 
an unexpected result to conclude a great day in which we had good fun.  we also 
proved physics wrong: you can fly an aircraft with wings back-to-front!

andrew haggath 12 lawrence
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CERN 
accompanied by mrs tully and mr Farrelly, 17 Sixth Form 
physicists embarked on a journey to geneva, Switzerland.  
after eight hours of travelling, we eventually arrived in a 
stormy geneva and laid our heads down at the university 
before embarking on our physics adventure.

the next morning began with a photo challenge around 
geneva which allowed us to explore the city (and visit 
mcdonald’s).  there were many interesting shots, including 
human chess, selfies on a cannon and, best of all, Sam hedley 
(12 osterman) having his picture taken with a policeman 
and a frying pan!  afterwards, we used the many means of 
transport geneva has to offer to reach the site of our lecture 
– the geneva observatory, once home of the world’s most 
powerful telescope.

we spent the entire week immersing ourselves in the native culture of Switzerland.  
we paid a visit to the local history of Science museum to see the origins of what has 
been advanced at cern.  in our spare time we climbed some of the region’s famous 
mountains and finished with a raucous barbecue! 

at cern we had the unique opportunity to see the large hadron collider – the 
pinnacle of modern physics.  we were unable to get a good look at the actual 
collider as it was in the process of being upgraded.  the tour guide didn’t speak 
very good english, so it was a good thing that we could all understand the physics 
quite well!  but the trip was about more than science.  as we spent time with each 
other, we learned not just about physics that interested and confused us but about 
each other and ourselves.  we learned how to survive in a strange environment, 
which is perfect practice for our eventual excursion to university.  “cern has 
been the highlight of my year studying aS Physics,” said ashif Khan (12 buckley).  
“experiencing a new country was brilliant, and i also managed to polish up my 
French,” he added. 

andrew haggath 12 lawrence
callum greenwell 12 clarke

What is CERN, and why is it so important?
the new higgs boson was found there in 2012, although the theory was formulated 
by Professor david higgs back in 1964.  the discovery has been called monumental 
because it seems to confirm the existence of the higgs field, which would explain 
why some particles have mass.  another great discovery made in cern was the w 
boson and Z0 boson, which are the elementary particles which mediate the weak 
interaction.

one of the main things we learned about on the visit was special relativity, one of 
albert einstein’s key proposals, which put simply means that the faster you go, the 
slower time itself proceeds.  we also learned about the ways in which magnetic and 
electric fields affect particles, making them accelerate and change direction and then 
collide at 99.999% of the speed of light, producing other particles from the collision.  
the problem the cern scientists face is that the particles’ mass increases with their 
speed, so they can’t actually make something travel at the speed of light.

macieJ iwaniuK 12 wooler
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Mathletics
while most of the school was enjoying a day of running, jumping and throwing at 
gateshead Stadium, two year 10 students, filled with trepidation, made their way to 
newcastle university for two days of maths, maths and more maths with the uKmt 
(uK mathematics trust) mathematical circle.  what wenqian Zeng (10 ogborn) and 
i expected to be a couple of days of mildly boring lectures on lacklustre facets of 
maths actually turned out to be completely fascinating.

as well as receiving interesting talks on many surprisingly exciting and very complex 
areas of mathematics, including imaginary numbers and diophantine equations, 
we also competed in puzzle-solving rounds to win a coin with george iii on it, and 
made friends with some really interesting and talented people.

tilly SoFtly 10 massen

Bringing science to a wall near you 

after learning how diseases 
spread, students in 8 set 
7 designed hospitals in 
groups, incorporating ways 
to prevent the spread of 
disease.
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Lucy Brooks (8 N Milburn) and Louisa Appleby 
(8 Murthy) Solar System Poster

Hope Barney (12 Williams)  
creative representation of cell division

Paradise Safarimooki 
(12 Simblet) creative 
representation of cell 
division

Jaden Fyfe (7 Lloyd) 
Safety Poster

Ismael Boukoro-Nkombo  (7 Lloyd)  
3d model of a cell
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on Saturday 5 July, 92 year 7 students arrived at college, ready to depart at 6.00am 
for this year’s technology visit to Silverstone.  a few hours later, once we had arrived 
at alton towers, we were split into eight groups.  everyone was given a fast pass 
which allowed us to witness structures, forces and technology in the real world 
(without waiting in endless queues!).  everyone tested themselves by going on new 
rides and other things they may never have experienced before, and all enjoyed the 
day and had a fantastic time.

after a long night’s sleep, we were ready for the big event, the Silverstone F1 grand 
Prix.  the race was unfortunately stopped after about ten minutes due to a major 
crash, as the safety barriers had been destroyed.  but, after almost an hour, the 
race started back up again and the cheering began; the fact we were at such an 
important event in F1 struck us, and it struck hard.  For much of the race, lewis 
hamilton was closing in on the leader.  we were cheering and screaming and 
screaming and cheering, willing lewis to take the lead; and then, after a long time 
of waiting and encouragement, he did!  he finally took the lead and did what he 
does best: he increased speed and did not let anyone get in front.  we all knew the 
moment he got in front of the other 23 cars that he had the victory in the bag.  when 
he finished his final lap in first position, we all screamed for joy and many of us lost 
our voices as a result of our happiness!  lewis hamilton in first, donuts were eaten 
and driven; it was an amazing time and everyone enjoyed it.

the alton towers and Silverstone trip was outstanding and would definitely be 
recommended to the next year 7s who get the opportunity.  both places really 
helped with our technology skills and were a fun and enjoyable experience; we 
would like to thank all the teachers who led the visit this year, especially mr honey 
for organising. 

daniel thirlaway 
aimee chung 7 glover

SILvERSTONE
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DRUMMING UP INTEREST IN 
THE TECH DEPARTMENT
making drums at emmanuel college – it must be activities week!  this year the 
technology department ran a new project in craft – cajon (pronounced ‘ca-hon’) 
drums.  these drums originated in Peru in the 16th century, and ‘cajon’ actually 
means ‘box’ in Spanish, stemming from the packing crates which the Peruvian 
people used to accompany their style of music. 

the project involved students who do craft as part of the curriculum alongside some 
less experienced students who had not done craft in the last two years.  overall, it 
was challenging and helped students build friendships with people they may not 
have spoken to before.  but the success of the project – and of our finished products 
– was only made possible thanks to the expertise of the technology department 
staff.

lewiS JohnSon 10 Schneider
Jonathan brent 10 massen
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with some us hoping to be the engineers of tomorrow, year 8 participated in the 
technochallenge on the tuesday of activities week, a day of challenges where we 
were involved in making model rockets and cars.  after being put into groups, half of 
the year group made rockets in the main hall and the other half went into the Sports 
hall to make the two different types of car.  before we could get stuck in, we had a 
very important safety briefing.

the rockets were made by rolling a piece of paper around a dowel and then sticking 
a piece of foam in the end to close the tube.  we shaped the foam in ways we 
thought would fly best.  we were able to design our rockets with colours and to 
make our own flights to help the rocket cut through the air.  it was very interesting to 
see how aerodynamics affected their flight.  when all the rockets were complete, we 
got to put them on the end of air pipes and we had competitions; for example, we 
had to shoot them into a box, and see who could fire them the furthest.

materials such as aluminium, wheels and rubber were available to make the cars, 
and we worked as a team to construct them.  one car was for speed and the other 
was designed for hill-climbing.  despite the expert assistance of mr hagon and an 
older student, my group still failed to win, which didn’t make mr hagon very happy!  
but we shared our ideas and worked well as a team, and i thought that our car was 
really good.  at the end of the day we had a big competition between the fastest 
groups with the cars and the rockets.

overall it was a great day and i’m glad that year 8 was able to have this experience.

beth lally 8 osman

THE TECHNOCHALLENGE!
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the time had come; the much anticipated day at 
the croft circuit was here.  we 
had been building up to this 
day all year, painting, sticking, 
wiring; the work which had gone 
into this car was substantial 
to say the least.  the annual 
greenpower competitions 
involve racing battery-powered 
cars which have to be designed 
to a precise specification.  this 
year, a lot of the work on the 
emmanuel car involved creating 
a new fibreglass body to provide 
a more spacious feel for the 
drivers. 

this year we had already tested the car at nissan’s test track, 
so the next stop was the croft circuit in darlington, where 
we were racing against some of the best cars from all over the 
country, despite this being only the qualifying phase.  our car, 
the black diamond, was driven by seven different drivers in total, 
ranging from year 10 to year 12, in three different races, and it 
certainly wasn’t just plain sailing!  the chain came off, the throttle 
continuously cut out and the voltmeter failed to provide any 
reading, but we fixed these issues and still managed to race.  we 
finished the day in 22nd place out of 36 different cars, beating off 
a lot of very strong competition.

lewiS buSh 10 heptinstall

THE BLACK DIAMOND 
RETURNS

“The day was a great success 
overall,” said Mr Mustard.  
“We managed some great lap 
times and gained valuable 
experience.  Now we’ll be 
focusing on improving the 
speed of the car for the next 
race.”

Outstanding work in technology

Darcy Hamilton 
(11 Roberts) honey bites

gcSe graphic Products coursework 
the design and creation a chocolate bar, corporate image, packaging and PoP box 
suitable for commercial manufacture.

Amy Calvert (11 Ward) retro
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Zayn Asif AS Systems 
and Control,   timed 
medication dispenser

Scott Dewing 
AS Systems and 
Control, glove 
to aid the blind 
and the partially 
sighted

Daniel Lambert 
 A2 Systems and Control, 
automatic garden 
sprinkler system
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lewis dutton AS Systems 
and Control,  rPm counter 
for the greenpower 
vehicle

Daniel Mallett 
A2 Systems and 
Control, device 
to measure 
the height of a 
trampoline jump.
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MARSDEN ROCK/RIvER TYNE 
BOAT TRIP
in geography, year 8 has spent this year studying land forms and various key features 
of the coast.  For activities week we got a very exciting opportunity to go on a river 
cruise where we saw some of the key landmarks along the river tyne.  we were all 
very excited, and to make the day even better, the weather was gloriously sunny!  

after eagerly waiting 20 minutes, we set off from the dock opposite the millennium 
bridge and headed up the tyne where we saw many iconic landmarks, including 
a major part of hadrian’s wall that runs for about a mile along the river.  we sailed 
along and next entered the Port of tyne, full of huge boats that made even our boat 
look tiny, after which we travelled to the mouth of the river.  at this point, the wa-
ter got very choppy and many people started to feel sick, but thankfully we turned 
around just in time and headed back to the tyne.

we then went down to the bottom deck where we had dinner.  to round off all the 
fun, there was a quiz, and the winning team got to have a go steering the ship!  we 
then went to marsden rock.  while we were there, we had to draw a picture and 
answer many questions about rock formation.  after a fantastic day we headed back 
to school.  we had a great time, and i’m sure that the whole of year 8 would like to 
thank all the staff involved for a brilliant trip!

SAM ENDEAN 8 Fairhurst
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PLAINS, TARNS AND 
vIADUCTS

on monday 3 march we left 
college on our way to the 
malham tarn Field centre for 
our geographical study trip.  the 
four-hour journey was broken 
up by our brief visit to hawes 
and a small break to do some 
geography of Settle, as well as 
stopping off at the ribblehead 
viaduct. 

upon arriving at the centre we were greeted by the beautiful view of the tarn.  our 
first, full long day was tough, as we were up at the crack of dawn for breakfast 
and we spent some time in the classroom learning about the strategies we would 
use in the week ahead.  we visited Skipton and Saltaire throughout the week, and 
completed geographical activities such as pedestrian and environmental quality 
surveys along with giS (geographic information system) in the field. 

we later collected this in the classroom to discuss the rebranding and flood defences 
of these areas.  although they were long days, the hours flew by as we spent most of 
the time working.  at the end of each night we had free time in which we were able 
to explore the site.  “beware of the zombies!” warned Sarah burgess (12 oughton) 
and Jemma owens (12 Swan) as we walked through the wilderness. 

everyone enjoyed themselves, especially georgina nicholson (12 ridley), who said: 
“malham was fab!  i enjoyed the whole experience.”  alas, the day came when we 
had to depart the scenic yorkshire moors and return to college, but not before a 
walk up the famous malham cove.  it was a fantastic and a most beneficial visit for 
everyone. 

CHARYS URWIN 12 Simblet DAN CUTHBERTSON 12 lawrence 
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HOLLAND, AHOY!

it was a sunny June morning when 56 very excited students and teachers arrived 
at college ready to depart for holland, a trip that had been almost a year in the 
making! 

when we arrived, we were put into our groups and asked to create a PowerPoint 
presentation on a city in holland.  my group was tasked with researching 
amsterdam; did you know that the city has a complex network of canals?  after 
lunch we boarded the coach and made the three-hour journey to the ferry.  we were 
all really excited - if a little worried about feeling sea-sick! 

on arrival in holland, we headed to our first stop of the day – mini amsterdam.  here 
we were allowed to look round as we pleased.  all of the major sights were there (in 
miniature, of course!), including anne Frank house and the airport.  but the shops, 
complete with mini-shoes, were a highlight among the girls, who all needed to put 
on their dancing shoes - or should i say their clogs - as our next stop was a clog and 
cheese factory.  after an interesting demonstration we were able to buy our own 
personalised pair.

after a somewhat eventful journey (including near-misses with bikes which 
apparently have right of way) we arrived at anne Frank house.  here we split into 
our groups and looked round the museum and the house - you could even see 
her personal diary and extracts from otherwise unpublished video material.  in the 
afternoon it was time to look around a very crowded amsterdam city that had some 
amazing historical sights, busy canals, ancient cathedrals and slightly bizarre tourist 
shops.  there were a few heart-stopping moments in the afternoon, including mr 
grant forgetting that the road system doesn’t work the same as england, and a 
bomb scare!  a trip to the beach rounded off a brilliant day.

it was now the day that we had all been waiting for, the day of walibi world.  this 
place of adventure was brimming with mind-blowing heights and speeds.  nearly 
the whole group braved the wrath of goliath – the highest rollercoaster in the whole 
park and a white-knuckle experience!

the final day kicked off with a trip to a windmill museum, where we found out lots 
of intriguing facts – for instance, windmills helped drive water off farmers’ crops 
when flooding occurred.  here part of the group hired the famous dutch bikes and 
ventured out on a rather wobbly ride.  the towering euromast was our final stop.  
here we were elevated high above holland and enjoyed the breath-taking views, 
including the beautiful tulip fields, perhaps the most well loved symbol of the 
country.

Katie milmore 9 colquitt
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All roads lead to 
Rome

Stepping into rome is a bit like jumping out of a time 
machine or exploring another planet. even the cobbled 
backstreets are breathtakingly elaborate, and the gelato 
(ice cream to us Inglesi) is out of this world.  with only 
five days to absorb the best of the eternal city, our 

schedule was jam-packed with sightseeing; but every 
blister and burned shoulder was worth the experience.  

admittedly, there is a lot of walking, so, “if you don’t like 
walking, don’t come” was the pitch from mr mcKenzie.  
walking eight miles per day was exhausting, but a 

week’s worth of pizza and ice cream compensated for this 
without a doubt.

not only was our accommodation a minute’s stroll from St Peter’s Square, but 
each day brought unmissable landmarks.  the Pantheon, the Piazza navona, the 
colosseum, michaelanglo’s Sistine chapel: you’ll never experience a city in such 
depth without the commentaries of mr mcKenzie and mr waterfield.  visiting 
churches may sound slightly tedious, but you can never truly appreciate the 
brilliance of these historic buildings without witnessing them first-hand.

we’d like to thank the staff for all of their hard work and preparation, and Pope 
Francis for making a brief but memorable appearance in the rain.  it was a great 
experience which all would thoroughly recommend. 

mary winn 12 moss 
matthew goon 9 wiecek
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ENvIRONMENT DAY
Weaving the Willows

every year, during activities week, students and staff from 
emmanuel take part in environment day, with the aim of 

improving the local community.  with a year’s experience, 
i knew what to expect: tiring and taxing work – but that 
certainly doesn’t mean it can’t be fun as well!

my group was in Scotswood; our tasks – weeding and 
weaving willows.  after leaving the bus, we were 

greeted by Kate, a member of staff at Scotswood.  
we were split into three groups, one weaving and 
the other two weeding and clearing the pathways.  

we were given our tools, and set to work.

our group, led by mr b buckley, worked at a 
tremendous pace, and had filled an entire wheelbarrow in just the first few minutes.  
the hours flew by, until finally, we sat down, exhausted, to eat our lunch.  refreshed, 
we set out again to willow-weave.  by the end of the day, we had created a much 
prettier Scotswood, with wide, clear pathways and beautiful willow fences.

after all of our hard work, Kate seemed genuinely impressed, and commented 
that she could use us all year!  So, although the day was tiring, it was a brilliant 
experience.  the highlight for me was being able to contribute towards improving 
the community and learning new skills. 

Joel barney 8 honey

Hylton
For environment day i went to hylton castle.  during the morning 
we had to chop away all the overgrown hedges with large pruning 
shears.  our leader, morris, liked to call them ‘loppers’.  because we 
had worked so hard in the morning, the teachers - mr ingham, miss 
Foster and dr massen - let us go into the small park area after lunch.  i 
really enjoyed going to hylton castle and hylton dean.

ellie cooKSey 8 milburn

Ouston
i went to ouston.  it was great.  the community centre was our 
base, and we went by coach.  once there, we were briefed on the plans for the day.  
my team started off by picking up litter.  then we had to carry out a nature survey.  
i walked round carrying a net and, amazingly, i caught a hopper frog.  it was noted 
and released.  after that was lunch and bird-box building, which i really enjoyed.  
after that was more litter-picking and home.  overall, i learned a lot, made friends 
and helped the environment.  not bad for a day’s work!

oliver acaSter 9 hennessey

Causey Arch
at causey arch we were put into two groups: a boys’ group, and a girls’ group.  
each was given a job - the girls to pick up litter, and the boys to cut back overgrown 
bushes.  this was fun but hard work and we ended up having to play tug-of-war 
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with a tree to pull off an overgrown branch!  we then had a walk around 
causey arch and found an old step which needed replacing.  after lunch, 
five of us replaced it while the rest did some more litter-picking.  altogether it 
was a great day!

matthew StePhenSon 8 Stewart

Brierdene
there were lots of different activities waiting for us when we arrived at brierdene, 
some harder than others.  as one group moved small rocks from the dene, others 
were planting bulbs and cutting down weeds.  amy brown (8 osman) said, “it was 
really good!  we walked along the dene and it was amazing.  we ate lunch on the 
beach before heading back to the site to discover different insects living in various 
habitats.”  the weather was a perfect finishing touch to the incredible day that 
everyone shared at brierdene.

anna corbett 8 honey

Hardwick
i went to hardwick hall to build some owl boxes which were to be put up in the 
forest.  as soon as we arrived, we were handed all of the materials, but there were no 
instructions, so we had to work out how to build the box ourselves in our groups.  
thankfully, each group had a Sixth Former or a teacher to help.  it took us about two 
hours to construct them successfully!  we then had lunch, sitting on the grassy bank 
which overlooked the pond, watching the ducks and swans.  afterwards, we went 
for a long walk through the forest.

rachel boyle 8 murthy

Kirkley Hall
the constant stream of chatter gradually faded away as the sun got hotter and 
the work got harder.  throughout the morning, students had weeded, planted 
flowers and trimmed hedges: not exactly physically taxing work, for the most part.  
however, soon after lunch our team discovered why we were told to bring plenty to 
drink, as the trench-digging began.

our group’s activity after lunch was to deepen a trench begun by the staff at Kirkley 
hall.  this trench – just less than a foot deep – was dug in the children’s playground 
to hold vertical logs which would act as stepping stones.  this work proved to be 
hard, yet strangely satisfying.  it was a well received distraction when a peacock 
wandered up and spread out its beautiful feathers.

“i found this year’s environment day to be even more memorable than the last,” said 
Sarah Phillips (8 honey).  “there was plenty to do and lots to take home from the 
experience.” 

beth calvert 8 murthy

Bill Quay Farm
year 6 and a few year 8s went to bill Quay Farm.  when we got there one of the staff 
showed us around the farm.  Some of us had to pull weeds from around the willows.  
my favourite bit was when we pulled out potatoes - it was exciting, like finding 
treasure.  when i pulled out one root, there were eight potatoes attached to it!  it 
was a great day.

grace turnbull 6 oakes
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Outstanding work in geography & RE
Amy Lloyd (8 Osman) exploring key features of marsden rock

Tanusree Bhuvaneshwar (7 G Buckley)  
highlights around newcastle

This is an extract from a PTE essay by Sarah Burgess (12 Oughton) exploring the 
fallacy of today's understanding of tolerance.
in the past, tolerance was regarded as recognition of other views, although nothing 
in this definition prevented dislike of those views.  however, as d.a. carson notes, 
those who value this ‘old system’ of tolerance are branded intolerant, for this 
definition does not accommodate the absolute validity of other beliefs and practices.  
tolerance therefore, has become a trap.  in the historic past, most societies enforced 
an over-arching framework upon their citizens: communism in russia, christianity 
and capitalism in the western world, Fascism in nazi germany, islam in the middle 
east.  dogmatic beliefs have led to the slaughter of Jews, 9/11, the creation of gulags 
and the rise of oppressive, totalitarian figureheads.  this has created, in 21st century 
society, a pervasive atmosphere of fear and censorship, whereby the dangers of 
asserting independent views are too great, and it is easier to ensure that they are 
repressed.  Surely people cannot be offended if nothing is said at all?  rather than 
celebrating different cultures, attempts are being made to merge civilization, to 
rid society of intellectual thought by ensuring that no one thought is foremost: a 
kaleidoscope of belief, a mollification of the masses.  have we reverted back to the 
middle ages - a time when the individual held less significance than society as a 
whole?  it would certainly seem so.

 today, the opposite of intolerance is not tolerance, but the act of belief, the 
transgression of believing in something.  cosmetic talk of free speech and free 
belief pervade our egg-shelled society.  hitler and Stalin believed in something.  
Such people have warped the core meaning behind tolerance.  tolerance used to 
be the acceptance of people for who they are, giving them the same right to hold 
their beliefs as we do ours, the right to live life as they choose irrespective of how 
misguided we deem them to be.  now, it has become truth-obsessed, a battle of 
conflicting beliefs rather than an attitude towards people and their rights.  take Stalin 
and hitler: while their beliefs were incorrect, it was a compromise of their tolerance 
regarding people’s rights that led to wholesale destruction in nazi germany and 
communist russia.  Paradoxically, tolerance has arrived at the conclusion that merely 
disagreeing with anyone is intolerant.  to diverge in belief from the practices of Jews 
or homosexuals, while treating them with unwavering respect, is to achieve the art of 
tolerance.  conversely, pretending that, as a christian, you agree with the act which 
inflicted thousands of deaths at the twin towers, as modern day tolerance would 
demand, is preposterous.
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FRENCH STUDY vISIT
on monday 23 June, nearly 50 bleary-eyed year 9 students and five staff made the 
long journey to normandy, France.  it was a tiring day: we left at 7am and didn’t 
arrive at ‘le château du baffy’ until 11pm gmt.  but the fun had barely begun!  an 
action-packed itinerary awaited us.

on tuesday 24 we visited the arromanches 360 cinema and the Pegasus bridge 
museum in benouville.   here we learnt about the terrible impact of the Second 
world war on this beautiful region of France.  next we headed to a goat farm, where 
we learnt about the process of cheese-making and got to mingle with the livestock!  
on returning to the château we ate our evening meal and took part in a whole host 
of activities.

on wednesday 25 we took the coach up to bayeux market.  this proved a good 
opportunity to practise our spoken French, especially at the Pâtisserie, where several 
of us managed to sample some delicious cakes.  later we were taken to see the 
stunning bayeux tapestry.  this was a great experience as it gave us a chance to see 
something which we had learnt about in our history lessons.  Shortly after viewing 
the tapestry we paid a visit to the british cemetery, which commemorated the lives 
of british soldiers who died in the war, some as young as 16.

the next day we took a stream train from honfleur to berck, where we purchased our 
souvenirs in the hypermarket.  on our last night in France we stayed at mister bed in 
berck, which made our journey home shorter.

the French Study visit was an amazing week and we would definitely recommend it 
to forthcoming year 9s, especially if you are taking gcSe French or history.

rebecca conway 9 bulmer
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From France with Love
being dropped into a new family and culture was a truly unique 
experience.  our partners’ families were more accommodating than we 
could possibly have hoped for, even though there were some language 
barriers to overcome.  we began with awkward, textbook-conversations 
but quickly moved into meaningful improvised chats, all in French.

Suddenly everything had changed: new people, a new language, and 
new food.  we had to adapt to the French way of life by getting stuck in 
and simply living it.  we enjoyed the food, and were happy to be exposed 
to the delicious French dishes, such as galette – a kind of flat, round crusty 
cake. 

make no mistake - this was a very educational trip, but it wasn’t all work. 
a key part in getting comfortable in the language and with our partners 
was socialising at parties with their close friends, and sampling the tasty 
cuisine.  at one of the parties everybody made their own desserts: quite 
an achievement for some of the less able english chefs!

Thank you, Mrs 
Moss, for leading 

the French Exchange 
for the past 14 
years!  You’ve 

helped bring the 
French language 
and culture to life 
for us, both in the 
classroom and on 

the Exchange.  Your 
hard work has been 
greatly appreciated!  

We wish you all 
the best for your 

retirement.

the excursions to the various sites around northern France were real eye-openers to 
their culture; we visited an old mining museum which proved that we in the north-
east have more in common with our French counterparts than we thought.  we also 
took a trip to a cinema, and attempted mentally to translate ‘thor’ without subtitles.  
lewis Johnson (10 Schneider) told us, “a highlight of the exchange was the visit to 
lille, where we took a look around the shops, which was ‘fantastique’ - as was arras, 
where we climbed the beffroi, the bell tower.”

eight months later, the French arrived to experience england. we showed them the 
sights, and we indulged in a bit of Schadenfreude as we watched them encounter 
the difficulties which we had faced in France.  and as we bade them goodbye, with 
tears in our eyes, we said farewell also to the memorable experience that was the 
French exchange.

KaPil bhuvaneShwar 10 ogborn lewiS buSh 10 heptinstall
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CHAIRMAN’S SHORT STORY

THE JOURNEY
along came the rumble once again of artillery.  Pulsating, as though wave-like itself.  
Slowly gaining volume as it came towards us.  as the waves came, surely the sound 
of enemy bombs dropping on the beach did too.  it was, as ever, a freezing cold 
day on the english channel.  the white-grey murk of the sky presented itself as a 
stark contrast to the black deeps of the channel.  the cruel, jagged, emerald waves 
gave the carrier opportunity to rock.  and rock.  and rock.  and gave opportunity 
to see its winding and fast-moving waves, which would ferociously dive and beat 
against the boat as well as over each other, revealing white crests and scattered 
islands of sea foam.  one would believe this was ice, as cold blasts and strong drafts 
led in across the open channel, blowing in waves whose salty water broke the high, 
bullet-proof walls of our troop carrier.   these walls could not match the manpower 
of mother nature, who shook our grown troops off their feet, and threw mounds 
of liquid ice water into the open tops of our packed enclosure.  i would argue that 
after our shambles at dunkirk, the first formidable foe of the british expeditionary 
Force’s war campaign was the elements.  but perhaps my chills didn’t come only 
from the water.  after all, it was august.  Perhaps the chills were the subject of fear.  
the resounding fear of being cut down by the machine guns, the constant sound 
of shell detonation ringing in ears.  time moved slowly until i heard the guns, then 
suddenly a new chapter was opened.  a short chapter.  a chapter typed at a fast, 
relentless tempo.  and then i heard the bullets.

whistling at me, the rounds flew.  there was no warning, no real organisation.  but 
even still, the reactions of those around me agreed with my own: game on.  at this 
point, fastening our helmets, we heard the men.  our own.  not only the commands 
and communication of our fellow servicemen, but also the moans and screams of 
the injured.  So many of them.  the message was telepathic and succinct.  we had to 
run.  the spirits were loosened slightly as the commander of our platoon indicated 
that with one last push the allies would prevail and push the germans back towards 
home.  he urged us to find cover behind the wide craters already largely present 
along our section of Juno beach.  with the sounds of the buzzer and the flashing of 
a small red light bulb, the shutters opened.  and the view of the morning became 
both extraordinary and petrifying.

bombardment is the first word encapsulated by the beach.  the murky, beige sand 
being scattered into clouds in the air.  like rain it fell.  the sandy backlash of these 
explosive, lead droplets, sand zipping towards and past my line of sight, catching in 
my eyes.  the germans were persistent.  it seemed their guns would overheat due 
to the continual machine fire up in the bunkers.  Suddenly a gap opened.  a shell 
landed just in front of us, ejecting hot shrapnel from its newly formed crater, which 
was easily eight feet wide.  For a moment it appeared like a volcano erupting hot 
rock and pebbles all around its perimeter.  the men standing in its wake were like 
automobiles caught in a hurricane, the impact sucking them in and spewing them 
out with the sharp pieces of the metal-filled explosives, their bodies totally perished 
by the blast’s sheer amplitude.  but now we have a four foot deep hole to run into.  
this could encase our squad while my fellow marksmen and i line up  our shots.  

The Chairman’s Short Story Award invites all students from Years 7 to 9 to write a 
piece of creative prose, based this year on one of three titles.  The winning entry 
is a closely guarded secret until, on Presentation Evening, the winner is revealed – 
even to the surprise of the author!

This year’s Award goes to Kristian Kerr (9 Wiecek) who wrote this powerful story to 
explore the reality of war.
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with the word “go!” the men were ready and i sprinted fifteen paces to the cover of 
the bomb hole.   my sight opened to the two gatlings guns covered on three side 
by the concrete bunkers.  i saw the barrel turn and the caps spit from the side of 
the gun.  down raged lashings of bullets fleeing from the barrel, screeching around 
me and thudding sharply as they hit targets.  men to each side of me, brothers in 
arms, fell.  but to keep one fewer man down i didn’t bat an eye.  i simply ran.  each 
face i knew.  each face had a story behind it.  but each face was lying lifeless, the sea 
currents swaying in and swaying out rhythmically, washing away the blood of the 
fallen.

the only option we had was to run.  we had to move.  Still, the roaring gatlings 
rained down on us, the bullets thudding and popping against the sand around us.  
we needed a good shot.  i looked down at my weapon, just to reassure myself in this 
surreal moment that i was corporal william gray, number 111574, marksman of the 
2nd highland division.  and that i had in my hand something that would either kill 
another human being, get me killed in the process, or both.  i whispered to myself 
reassuringly, as though in third person, “take a breath and think of england”; my 
own motto for the opening of the barrel and the horror that meets you down the 
scope.  the water.  the blood.

the mania around me came to a pause; the natural instinct of the hunter, the 
marksman overthrew the external noise for a moment.  yet again, i subconsciously 
got myself into the position and into the zone.

Snapping together my equipment i said, in a calm, meditative voice, “the god 
of my rock, in you i will trust.”  i attached my clip of rounds.  “you are my shield 
and the horn of my salvation, my high tower and refuge, my saviour who saved 
me from violence.”  i drew back the bar, loading the rifle.  “i will call on the lord, 
who is worthy to be praised, so i shall be saved from mine enemies.”  my 
eye moved slowly towards the scope.  an intake of air.  my body found 
its still and steady position.  my view still moved slowly, as the thud of 
the guns and the shuddering booms of the artillery shook us slightly.  
there was a drop in real machine gun fire to our flank.  and upon 
taking down this sniper i was to neutralise any real threat on our beach.  
Slowly the gunner turned the gun back around, still firing across the 
now overloaded beach.  he rotated until he came face to face with the 
barrel of my gun.  i could see down the scope the panic on his face.  his 
firing stopped.  i lined up, held my breath and closed my eyes.  the gun 
cracked.

i had killed him.  the other human being was dead.  the men from 
the whole stretch of beach alongside me dashed towards the raised 
bunkers.  i waited, simply to think about the fact that i had just killed 
a man.  that was war.  that was victory.

by the end of the month France was liberated.  but that man, and 
the accumulation of men who had followed in the fight for justice, 
shall never leave my mind.  a fight because of greed.  a fight 
that hurt so many.  i had come along on a journey; not just the 
journey from a port in dover to the top of a bay in normandy, 
but on a journey where i experienced the evil in this world.  and 
where i experienced the pains of war.  in that victorious moment 
i felt it the most.  the costs of victory are most certainly cruel.

KriStian Kerr 9 wiecek
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GERMAN EXCHANGE
within the first 20 minutes of the english leg of the german exchange, the english 
had already been blinded by the brightly coloured coats and held up in the corridor 
by a german shoelace, while one unfortunate german fell flat on his face in the 
granary (but not at the expense of his toast).  So it was no wonder we were slightly 
apprehensive on our trip to Freiburg.  what if everyone had changed?  what if Julius 
was tall and eva was quiet?  would the friendships have survived the eight-month 
interlude? 

anna SPence 10 ogborn Katie wilSon 10 ogborn

despite the 5.30am start, morale was high as we boarded the plane from edinburgh 
to France’s basel-mulhouse-Freiburg euroairport, close to the german border.  eight 
months after spending a whole week in our homes with our german partners, we 
were finally reunited in their hometown of Freiburg.  any nerves soon disappeared 
as we met our host families, were introduced to the surprising 25°c heat and settled 
into our home for the week.  later that evening, their school welcomed us with a 
traditional german buffet and games to get us into the local spirit. 

on our first full day, a tuesday, the english students were shown round Freiburg 
town centre, site of the famous münster.  the day was spent exploring the town and 
shopping with friends, and later our partners took us all to the Freibad, an outdoor 
swimming pool which was perfect for the surprisingly hot german weather.  
the next day, after a tiring trek up to the famous black Forest to take in the beautiful 
sights, we ended the day riding pedalos across the titisee, a local lake.  another 
day was spent venturing across the border into France, to visit the historic city of 
Strasbourg.  we visited the european Parliament and the city’s magnificent cathedral, 
and then took a canal trip through the streets of Petite France.  

we also spent time at our partners’ school, the theodor-heuss-gymnasium, 
observing their lessons.  it was interesting to witness the significant differences 
between their schooling system and ours, such as lack of uniform, a more relaxed 
timetable and early finishes.  the weekend was spent with our partners and their 
families, discovering different culture, trying new food and enjoying first-hand 
experience of everyday life in germany. 

our last, and most enjoyed, day was in europa-Park, germany’s biggest theme park.  
both the german and english students joined together for the fun-filled day, buzzing 
with excitement to ride the infamous ‘Silver Star’ and ‘blue Fire’. 

after the exhilaration of the last day came the sadness of leaving germany.  after 
spending eight days with our partners in their homes, it was upsetting to leave a 
culture and way of life that we had come to know and love.  we waved goodbye 
with the promise of keeping in touch, and returned to england with gifts, memories 
and sun-tans aplenty. 

rebecca charlton 10 heptinstall 
Katie wilSon 10 ogborn
anna SPence 10 ogborn 
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“Even I never dreamed of 
magic like this!”
have you ever wanted to just leave the buzz of our busy lives and 
evaporate into the wondrous world of narnia?  i must admit, i would.  
the blissful breeze, the dryads dancing, and the soft purring of the 
ferocious lion on the horizon.  unfortunately, the possibility of us 

being transported into our fantasy world is a page yet unturned, so immersing 
yourself in a book is the next best thing. 

on 22 november, the library celebrated the amazing works of clive Staples lewis, 
filling the room with the frost and fun of the lion, the witch and the wardrobe.  
colin duriez, a literature expert, spoke to year 10 and english literature students 
from the Sixth Form on the legacy of lewis; mrs mchugh’s storytelling kept a rapt 
audience transfixed, and queues of students streamed in requesting, “turkish 
delight, please, your majesty.”

all in all, it was a truly magical day. 

anna SPence 10 ogborn  louiSe reid 10 Peterson

we had enjoyed our French lessons with madame roberts in years 10 and 11 and 
were keen to keep up our language skills, so the Flla (Foreign language leaders 
award) course sounded right up our street.

during the autumn term we spent time learning about classroom strategies and 
prepared materials, before trying them out on year 7 students.  they seemed 
thoroughly to enjoy having us in lessons!

by the end of the autumn term we were ready to be unleashed on whickham 
Parochial School’s year 5 class; while we were there we taught them how to talk 
about pets.  mr winch came along during one of our sessions and proved to be a bit 
of a linguist himself!  during the Summer term we are going to be assisting French 
classes at lobley hill Primary School and are looking forward to it enormously.  nous 
adorons le français!

laura cruXton 12 moss laura hodgSon 12 magee 
 adil huSSain 12 osterman

LANGUAGE LEADERS
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Outstanding work in English and MFL
Diary of a Chimney Sweep
darkness.  the whole abyss of the chimney of a rich man’s house is the 
essence of darkness.  all evil seems to stem from the thick, black ash 
that clings desperately to the walls of the chimney.  Pathetic chimney 
sweeps like me are thrown in these places, forced to clean and sweep 
repeatedly until we drop dead, i suppose.  every day seems to loop 
around like some crazy roundabout.  once in a while, there will be a 
death of one of the better workers and we might get the chance to do a 
higher-paid job; but apart from sweeping, there is no other life.

work seems to consume us all, even the smallest children.  i knew a 
young child of only four years who was sent up a chimney one time.  
he started his job fresh, and cleaner than anyone i’d ever seen before.  
his mother must have cleaned him up for his first day on the job.  a 
few hours later he was covered in the hellish dust from head to toe.  it 
became an eternal blanket for his body – a trait all of us chimney sweeps 

have in common.  as for me, i get to do the standard jobs - cleaning for about 
12 hours – and then return home.  nothing too difficult.  at least i’m not like the 
children who are shoved into the mine-shafts or placed into factories with winding, 
whirring machines that equal death if you’re not careful!

the streets of london are usually packed with people around my age – children, if 
you like.  all ready for their stressful jobs, being dragged through levels of maturity.  
then you see the other side of the wall.  the rich children.  the ones safely tucked 
away, not exposed to the harsh world beyond.  they wouldn’t have a clue what it’s 
like to be me.  when i go into their houses, i sometimes get a glimpse of their lives.  
From what i gather, it involves sitting about and bossing around a poor butler or 
maid.  the children can be the worst.  their demands must be met; otherwise the 
people working for the head of the house could lose their jobs.  trust me, it can’t be 
easy keeping those spoiled brats they call ‘rich children’ happy.

when i arrived at work this morning, everything was normal.  i was sent off to do a 
job at a house across the city.  it seemed to take forever but eventually i got there.  
what awaited me was a thin chimney that had not been cleaned in months.  you 
could tell as soon as you walked into the house.  the walls around the fireplace had 
a slightly grey discolouration from the dust and ash of the fire.  when i entered all 
i saw was the darkness again.  it kept creeping up on me, as if it was chasing me 
higher up the chimney.  light strained through the miniature cracks in the walls, but 
its attempt was futile.  i was trapped in the darkness, possibly forever.  as i went to 
climb down, my foot slipped, sending me flying down the chimney.

as i crashed at the bottom, i looked up above.  the owner of the house was looking 
in disgust at me and i had no clue why until the pain arrived.  it shot through me 
like an arrow and i lifted my hand to try and get up.  the first thing i saw was red: 
something liquid bursting out from every orifice of my body.  

well, that’s my job lost.

again, the darkness came back.  this darkness was lighter, more welcoming.   my life 
as a chimney sweep began with darkness and, in the end, concluded with the exact 
same darkness.

Raynor Nugent (8 Fairhurst)
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Francesca Cockell (8 Parkhurst) 
introducing me and my family

Irum Ahmed (9 Farquhar) when 
i was younger, and what i’m like 
now

Abid Choudhury 
(7 Parkinson) 

wrote, learnt and 
performed this speech at 
the Shakespeare’s 450th 

birthday banquet
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Athletics - Boys
boys have continued to break 
college records at nearly every 
athletics event this summer.

our boys won the Senior, 
intermediate and Junior 
titles at the tyneside Senior 
Schools championships.  
they also stormed to victory 
in both the Junior and 
intermediate gateshead district 
championships, from which 
13 athletes were selected to 
represent gateshead at the 

county championships, and 
andrew carr (9 wiecek) went on to represent the county at 1500m.

in the eSaa track & Field Schools cup, both the year 7 & 8 boys and the year 9 & 
10 boys finished in the top eight from 64 teams in the north-east in the first round 
and qualified for the north-east regional a Final.  they finished third and seventh 
respectively in the a Final.

Finally, the year 7 & 8 and year 8 & 9 boys’ pentathlon teams took bronze medals at 
the county Pentathlon championships, with alex boyle (9 wiecek) taking the county 
title at year 9 and progressing to represent durham.

Athletics - Girls
there were some superb performances in the year’s two main championships.  in the 
eSaa track and Field Schools cup, the junior and intermediate girls both took fourth 
place.  in the gateshead district athletics championships, the junior girls finished 
fourth and the intermediate girls came sixth.

Badminton
this has been our most successful badminton season ever, and we are delighted that a 
number of boys have joined clubs outside college.

the boys’ under-14 team won the tyneside Senior Schools championships and 
finished runners-up in the tyne & wear School games Finals.  the boys’ under-16 
team won the tyneside Senior Schools championships, whilst the under-16 girls 
finished third in the tyne & wear School games.  both the under-14 and under-16 
teams won the gateshead championships and progressed to the county round, 
where the under-14s finished second.

Basketball
the Sixth Form has made great improvements this year and finished third overall 
in the gateshead league.  they gained victories over heworth grange (twice) and 
cardinal hume (once) and lost twice to eventual winners gateshead college.

the year 8 and 9 boys finished in second place in the gateshead league  whilst the 
year 10 & 11 boys won the gateshead eagles tournament, beating Joseph Swan 24-8.

SPORTS ROUNDUP
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Cricket
both the under-14 and under-15 teams made it all the way to the county cup Finals, 
where they were beaten by stronger opposition.  after beating whickham in the 
semi-final, the year 8s played cardinal hume in the gateshead hardball Final on 3 
July.  with a final score of 42 runs to 31 runs, emmanuel emerged victorious and was 
crowned gateshead hardball champion.

Cross-Country
the senior girls were runners-up in the tyne & wear Schoolgirls’ championships.  
year 8 & 9 boys and year 10 & 11 boys were crowned gateshead district champions, 
overcoming eight other teams.

the senior boys’ team won the tyneside Senior Schools’ championships while the 
year 9 & 10 team took the runners-up spot.

twelve students were selected to represent gateshead at the county championships. 
Sophie montgomery, competing in the senior category, won the county 
championship.  Four students were also selected to run for the county at the inter-
counties meeting.  both girls’ and boys’ senior teams travelled to coventry for 
the King henry viii relays, where they competed against some of the country’s top 
schools.

the senior girls’ team finished second in the northern Schools cross-country 
championships at manchester with our year 10 & 11 boys taking fourth place.
the senior boys’ and senior girls’ teams both retained their county titles, whilst the 
intermediate boys took a runners-up medal.

Dance & Gymnastics
41 students took part in the gateshead cheerleading and 
gymnastics Festival on 3 december.  the recently formed 
cheerleading club produced an outstanding performance 
and is running strong, with 16 students regularly attending.  
three year 12 and 13 students passed the dance leader’s 
level 2 award - a fantastic achievement.

in the Spring term, 30 students took part in the gateshead 
dance Festival at the Sage, for which two year 13 dance 
leaders choreographed and delivered the routine to the 
younger students.  in July, the dance group performed at 
the Summer Fair, entertaining students, parents and friends.

Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
in September, a record number of six gold groups 
completed their assessed expeditions.  congratulations!

Fencing
by autumn 2013, the Fencing club had doubled in size due to new interest.  our 
senior fencers have been taking part in competitions throughout the north of 
england and Scotland, with liam winstanley (13 clarke) finishing in the top ten 
in both the épée and the foil in the senior ne open championships.  in two other 
fantastic achievements, at the british youth Fencing championships, matthew Shiels 
(7 cumming) finished runner-up in the under-12 boys’ foil and taylor corcoran (7 
routledge) finished third in the under-12 girls’ foil.  they both qualified to represent 
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the north-east at the national championships in Sheffield in early may, where both 
gave good performances.  this is the first time we have had year 7 fencers qualify for 
the finals, and taylor is the first girl from emmanuel to reach this level. 

Hockey
in autumn 2013 the First Xi completed 
a fantastic hockey tour as part of the 
Sports tour to Shropshire, where they 
played three matches against very 
strong schools.  unfortunately, they 
were defeated in two of the three 
matches, but they managed a 2-2 draw 
in their last game.

the under-13 ‘a’ team won the 
gateshead Secondary Schools central 
venue league, beating four different 
schools on the way, while the under-
16s qualified for the semi-finals of 

the tyne and wear Knock-out cup, where they were unfortunately beaten 2-0 by 
central newcastle high School.  to top off a fantastic term of h ockey, in February 
the First Xi finished third out of their preliminary group of five in the county hockey 
tournament. 

Netball 
with 40 regular players attending the club, the under-12 team remains undefeated, 
as did the under-13s, while the under-14 team has won or drawn all their matches 
in the gateshead league.  the under-15 team remains undefeated in the gateshead 
league and won their tournament early in the Spring term.  Fantastic achievements 
for all the girls involved!

Rounders
the year 9 and 10 rounders teams competed in the tyne & wear School games 
in July, and although they did not achieve a podium finish, they had a great time 
gaining experience for sporting events.

Rowing
rowing has taken place largely indoors.  we have welcomed up to 40 year 7s into 
the club to join a core group of about 12 in the older age groups who train weekly.  
amy Fuller (12 moss) continues to excel on the national stage outside of college, 
rowing for the tyne rowing club, and harry wilson (10 Foster) and haydn lisk (9 
bulmer) are regular attendees at tyne united rowing club.   

ten pupils represented gateshead in the tyne & wear championships during the 
Spring term.  of these, seven made it into the county team and represented tyne & 
wear at the regionals - a pretty daunting challenge!  and in an exceptional display 
of rowing strength, James bailey (7 Parkinson) managed to beat the national gold 
medal target!

Rugby
there is so much to celebrate this year, with a staggering 120 boys currently playing 
rugby regularly for college.
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the First Xv completed a memorable rugby tour as part of the Sports tour to 
oswestry and the north-west.  they played three matches, losing two and winning 
one against oswestry with an impressive scoreline of 33-3. they conquered all 
opponents to win the gateshead league, beating whickham School 55-0 in the final.

the under-16s were beaten only once in the autumn season in a close game 
against bede, and they made it through to the central venue league Final, having 
convincingly beaten all their local rivals. they finished second in gateshead.

the under-15s reached the fourth round of the natwest national vase, losing 
narrowly to Qe hexham 13-11.  this is the furthest emmanuel has ever proceeded 
in the national competition - just two rounds from the quarter finals: a fantastic 
achievement!

the under-13s have had a very positive year, playing an exciting brand of running 
rugby, beating some good sides along the way.  highlights include a convincing 
victory away at longridge towers and a close defeat (33-28) at the hands of 
newcastle School for boys.  locally the under-13s have showed great strength and 
booked a showdown with close rivals 
whickham School in the central 
venue league final, in which they 
were victorious!
 
the boys’ under-15 rugby team 
reached the quarter-finals of the 
tyneside Senior Schools cup, where 
they lost to dame allan’s 13-11.
  
the under-18s won the emmanuel 
Sevens competition, beating King’s 
Priory in the final.

Trampolining
this year, six students bounced into the tyne & wear trampolining competition, 
and the Key Stage 3 élite team somersaulted to first place in their competition.

charlotte SeFton and anna SPence 10 ogborn bronwyn riani 10 heptinstall

the lloyd medal is a prestigious award in memory of michael lloyd, a well 
loved student who passed away in 2011.  the competition for the prize 
consists of a ferociously fast cycle race through watergate Park.

this year the competition was very close, with just over a minute between 
first and second place.  Jess watts (10 Peterson), who already has a reputation as a 
competitive cyclist, grabbed first place for the girls with a time of 4 minutes and 46 
seconds, smashing the previous record by 12 seconds.  chrissy rouse (13 clarke) 
might be used to riding a bike with a motor, but it didn’t stop him from zooming 
around the course in a very impressive 4 minutes and 22 seconds, stealing the win 
for the boys.

a huge ‘well done’ to all competitors in the race, for making it a success for another 
year, and for honouring michael with pride!

rebecca charlton 10 heptinstall

THE LLOYD MEDAL
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RUGBY

Year 10
back row - Chris Briers, Lewis McNall, Patrick McGee, Finlay Weatherill, 

Nathan Forster, Alan Thompson
Front row - Lewis Burbidge, Daniel Candlish, Ben Hedley, 

Ben Sanderson, Connor Gray

1st XV
back row - Jonnie Bolam , Stefan Spence, Daniel Lambert, 

Andrew Haggath, Peter Winch
middle row - Jason Boyle, Ethan Lisk, Sam Hedley, Lewis Hadfield, 

Robert Cornish, Ryan Brady
Front row -  Ben Dixon, Mark Foggin, Ciaran Grant, James Richardson, Alex Forster
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Year 8
back row - Matthew Penney, Cameron Ash, Robert Fish, Filip Tatalovic, Alex Makepeace

middle row - Alex Smith, Aidan Gifford, Kieron Ruddick, Matthew Pendleton, 
Cameron Mather, Seb Walker, Ben Garrity

Front row - George Bonner, Oscar Symington, Adam Welsh, Tom Kell, Joe Wilson, 
Scott Hall, James Graham

Year 9
back row - Carter Harrison, Joshua Glencorse, Haydn Lisk, James Holland, 

Ryan Cunningham, Elliott Trott, Jack Wood
Front row - Oliver Harrison, Connor Easton, Tom Armstrong, Alex Boyle, Armir Dervishi, 

Bradley Pentolfe, James Urwin

Year 7
back row - Morgan Fowler, Jack Gilfillan, Luke Longstaff, Matthew Straughan, James 

Bailey, Nathan Wood, Jack Vinnicombe, Liam Todhunter
Front row - Myles Cummings, Harry Allport, Samien Khan, Vusi Dube, Zak Mudie, Jo-

seph Barnes, Max Winthorpe
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HOCKEY

Year 10
back row - Ellie Cummins, Sarah Birbeck, Katie Cuthbertson, Louise Griffiths, 

Jessica Watts, Grace Crosby
Front row - Annabel Armstrong, Amy Feetham, Ellie Sundin, Amy Buckley, Ellie Toal

Year 11
back row - Anna Steanson, Sophie Martin, Emily Crow, Alice Orange, 

Darcy Hamilton
Front row - Alice Cassidy, Kennedy Smart, Emiline Scott, Charlotte Saint, 

Jannah Uddin, Emily Graham

Year 12 & 13
back row - Heather Huskisson, Laura Hodgson, Paradise Safarimooki, Amber Varty, 

Vikki Waugh, Ellen Gray
Front row - Rebecca Hopkins, Sarah Burgess, Abbie Goulbourn, Jenny Young, Laura 

Cruxton, Anna Cummins, Harriet Miller
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Year 7
back row - Milly Houston, Erin McDougall, Rebecca Dawes, Kezia Bell, 

Lauren Francis, Rebecca Jeffrey
Front row - Jenny Slater, Chloe Ritchie, Erin Cresswell, Kate Sowerby, Taylor Corcoran, 

Beth Williamson, Gemma Moran

Year 8
back row - Rebecca Stokell, Shannon Jarvis, Ellen Birdsall, Carly Gray, Alex Tench, 

Keir Nyambega, Bethany Cornish, Anna Hastie
Front row - Lauren Hughes, Morgan Smart, Ellie Hiscock, Rebecca Robson, Louisa 

Appleby, Lizzie Spencer-Robinson, Kate Cleland

Year 9
back row - Catherine Gibson, Eve Oliver, Jessica Morgan, Kayleigh Newton, 

Sophie Phillips, Alicia Reed, Olivia Ewart, Charlotte Bainbridge, Bethany Maddison
Front row - Sana Chowdry, Bethany Hewitson, Imogen Tennet, Georgia Kyle, 

Umaymah Uddin, Anya Robson, Harriet  Hawdon
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NETBALL

Year 10
back row - Anna Douglas, Emily Peterson, Louise Griffiths, Emily Slater

Front row - Sarah Birbeck, Katie Cuthbertson, Amy Feetham

Year 11
back row - Kelsey Black, Kara Beattie, Sidhra Khalid

Front row - Emiline Scott, Zoe Taylor, Emma Hill

Year 12 & 13
back row - Harriet Miller, Rebecca Hopkins, Laura Denton, Sophie Montgomery, 

Holly Henderson
Front row - Shannon Knight, Jemma Owens, Hannah Wood, Charys Urwin, 

Meg Sweeney
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Year 7
back row - Libbi Guthrie, Kate Smith, Abbie Stephenson, Emilia McRobie, 

Selin Cetin, Erin McDougall, Anna Burbidge, Laura Smith
middle row - Amy Baker, Beth Williamson, Lucy Kay, Milly Houston, 

Tanu Bhuvaneshwar, Fiona Ismaili, Emily Henderson
Front row - Gemma Moran, Abigail Dale, Kayleigh Clarke, Katie Lemmon, 

Grace Armstrong, Katherine Douglas, Ellie Hodgson

Year 8
back row - Anna Skotidakis, Daisy Henderson, Grace Lilley, Lizzie Spencer-Robinson
middle row - Ellie Iveson, Bethany Cornish, Rachel Boyle, Alex Tench, Morgan Lisk, 

Keir Nyambega, Olivia Wade
Front row - Ellie Hiscock, Anna Hastie, Lucy Brookes, Louisa Appleby, Kate Cleland

Year 9
Front row - Georgia Kyle, Alicia Reed, Erin Glendenning-Wadey, 

Sophie Phillips, Charlotte Bainbridge
back row - Bethany Hewitson, Catherine Gibson, Jessica Morgan, 

Eve Oliver, Imogen Tennet
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CROSS COUNTRY

Junior Girls
back row - Macy Youngman, Rachel Boyle, Taylor Leck, Lucy Kay

Front row - Kate Sowerby, Amy Baker, Sophie Ward, Gemma Moran

Senior Boys
back row - Kyle Watts, Lewis Terrell, Joe Wallace, Lewis Morgan

Front row - Lewis Sowerby, James Cummins, Kapil Bhuvaneshwar, Julian Tomlinson

Senior Girls
Shannon Knight, Paradise Safarimooki, Sophie Montgomery
Dominika Iwaniuk, Carli Garner, Holly Parkin, Louise Griffiths
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Junior Boys
back row - Seb Walker, Adam Mason-Douglas, Andrew Carr, Haydn Lisk, 

Oscar Birney, Daniel Jeffrey
Front row - Harry Parkin, Joel Barney, Joseph Wilson, Calum Szpak, 

Joshua Dixon, Morgan Fowler 

Gymnastics
back row - Daisy Hewitson, Kayleigh Newton, Rachel Boyle, Carly Gray, Emily Lynch

Middle Row - Gemma Moran, Ellie Iveson, Abbie Merrix, Amy Kyle, Abigail Dale, 
Katherine Douglas

Front row - Amy Baker, Tanu Bhuvaneshwar, Libbi Guthrie, Sophie Ward, Eve Anderson, 
Ilana Hussain, Taylor Corcoran

Dance Year 7-9 
back row - Abbie Stephenson, Daisy Hewitson, Mia Tinnion, Rachel Boyle, 

Kayleigh Newton, Abigail Merrix, Grace Lilley, Abby Bradley
Front row - Bethany Wilkinson, Ellie Iveson, Grace Robinson, Amy Kyle, Lucy Mowbray, 

Sophie Ward, Lucy Beeston

DANCE & GYMNASTICS
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OTHER SPORTS

Year 12 & 13 Football
back row - Steven Hindmarsh, Ryan Bradey, Cori Cain, Connor Reed, Robert Cornish, 
Callum Bellshaw, Daniel Lambert, Jonny Bolam, Chris Rouse, Ben Dixon, Sam Hedley

Front row - Nathan Jewitt, Sam Gilbride, Stephen Creed, Ben Little, Lewis Hadfield, Dan 
Cuthbertson, James Hall

Rowing
back row - Ehtisham Ahmed, Alicia Reed, Sophie Phillips, Daniel Candlish, Ryan 

Cunningham, Haydn Lisk, Georgia Kyle
middle row - Charlotte Bainbridge, Ben Hedley, Finlay Weatherill, Nathan Forster, 

James Bailey, Matthew Straughan
Front row - Eve Anderson, Kate Smith, Laura Smith, Taylor Leck, Harry Allport, Taylor 

Corcoran, Josephine Riani

Fencing
back row - Taylor Corcoran, Matthew Goon, Freddy Potts, Andrew Waddle

Front row - Dean Fowler, Matthew Shiels, Liam Winstanley, 
Joseph Cameron, Patrick Foley
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BASKETBALL

Years 8 & 9
back row - Nikhil Smith, Harry Easton, Aarun Sangha, Ethan McManus
Front row - Haydn Lisk, Oliver Hogg, Femi Adeniyi, Ryan Cunningham, 

Bradley Pentolfe

Years 10 & 11
back row - John Sutherland, Matthew Fairhurst, Atif Riaz

Front row - Adam Monaghan, Dylan Mitchell, Jack Holmes

Years 12 & 13
back row - Harry Fitzjohn, Andrew Haggath, Aidan Riley, Connor Atess

Front row - Daniel Mallett, Stefan Spence, Joel Willmore
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in the midst of this year’s activities week, the thursday morning on which many 
excited year 9s were to embark on our camping trip had finally arrived.  we left 
emmanuel at 9.00am feeling really excited, arriving at howsgill Farm two-and-a-half 
hours later and pitching our tents.  that afternoon, we went fishing in a nearby river 
with mr cooke.  little did we know the river would be freezing cold - in fact, i got 
such a shock that i fell into the river, which everyone found amusing!  however, we 
did manage to catch quite a few small fish, which we later released back into the 
river.

after dinner we built a camp fire - an exciting experience.  each of us toasted some 
marshmallows, and enjoyed eating them as the darkness set in.  we settled down for 
the night in our sleeping bags and fell asleep to the sound of hooting owls. 

early on Friday morning we set off to the next local town to eat breakfast before 
climbing winder Fell, a peak just north of Sedbergh.  this was daunting at first for 
some of us, who were scared of the 1,551-foot height.  however, when we reached 
the top and viewed the beautiful landscape, we realised it was well worth the effort!  
we enjoyed our lunch up there too.

but our adventure had come to an end and we 
arrived back at emmanuel college thinking how 
much we had enjoyed the trip.  i only wish that 
it could have been longer; i would definitely 
recommend the trip to anyone considering it! 

Jonathan eglintine 9 Farquhar

DUKESHOUSE WOOD - 
More like Dukeshouse Good!

Walking and Camping

during activities week, year 7 students had an amazing residential visit to 
dukeshouse wood, completing many fun and challenging activities.  it allowed the 
students to conquer their fears and form new friendships, participating in a wide 
range of activities from abseiling to orienteering to environmental arts.  my favourite 
activity was Jacob’s ladder - a team-building exercise where four people have to 
help each other up a large ladder, where the gaps between each rung get bigger the 
higher up you go.  it was quite scary but immense fun!

ELLIE DIXON 7 routledge
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HEALTHY LIvING WEEK
there was a record number of 
events for students to try this 
year: american Football, Futsal 
and bokwa joined some of the 
old favourites such as ultimate 
Frisbee, trips to whickham thorns 
and Fencing, as well as more 
traditional sports like hockey and 
rugby.  once again there was 
an outstanding turnout, higher 
than ever before. 

this year was the exciting 
premier of American 

Football - a sport devised by the americans and based on rugby.  in the 
game, players must progress ten feet in four downs (being tackled to the 
ground while holding the ball) to advance and gain another four tries. 

Bokwa is a new dance workout which features the participants drawing 
numbers or letters with their feet.  it is a form of ‘dancercise’ that is open to 
everyone from the young to the old and even people with two left feet.

we also had a visit from former olympic gymnast craig heap, who worked 
closely with many different groups of students.  this was part of the Sky Sports 
initiative that has been set up in school.

the Staff v. Sixth Form netball match was another first for healthy living week.  it 
was a close match, but in the end, the teachers took the win.  come on students, we 
can beat them next year!

lewiS JohnSon 10 Schneider

100 miles, nine students and three days - this was the college’s first-ever cycle 
challenge.  nine students each cycled 100 miles in an attempt to raise £500 by 
September for nokuphila School, on routes all around the north-east.  along 
the way we learned how to ride our bikes proficiently, as well as how to tend to 
common bike problems such as flat tyres and dirty gear chains.

the first of the bike rides took us to Prudhoe as part of the cycling proficiency.  we 
were met by mr chapman, a member of Sustrans cycling, who taught us some 
important rules to abide by when riding on major routes.  we encountered a 
number of problems on this day, including malfunctioning gears and broken chains.  
but we soon got comfortable in our saddles and started licking up the miles; our 
progress was only slowed once by James cummins (10 Peterson), who fell off his 
bike, pulling members of the group down with him!

overall, the cycle challenge was a great success, and we hope to reach our sponsor 
goal by the deadline.  we hope nokuphila School will benefit greatly from the funds 
raised.

JameS cumminS 10 Peterson KaPil bhuvaneShwar 10 ogborn

CYCLE CHALLENGE
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JOURNALISM ABOUT 
JOURNALISM!
this is how bronwyn riani (10 heptinstall) broke the 
news to me: “i was surprised to be caught by mrs brown 
before lunch and told: ‘you’ve won something, bronwyn!  
For your writing!’  Frankly, i was confused.  what had i 
written to win something?  at the end of the day, mrs 
mcdonnell pulled me into mr gill’s office to announce 
she had entered charlotte and me into a competition: 
the tyne and wear School games cross-curricular 
writing competition.”  the piece of writing in question 
turned out to be an article on chrissy rouse’s sporting 
achievements that we had written for the emmanuel 
times.  and little did we know where it would lead us!

as a reward, bronwyn and i were given the opportunity to 
go to the bbc newcastle Studios for a tour the following 
wednesday.  the studios are the home of ‘look north’, 
and we even had the chance to sit at the desk we see on 
the news every night!  we learned how the news’ green 
screen worked and were able to act in our own radio 
drama, including a show-stealing performance from 
the butler - bronwyn’s character, and clearly the most 
dramatic of the group. 

the next stage of the competition came on Friday 11 July, when we were invited 
to attend the tyne & wear School games in Sunderland and report on the day.  as 
part of our task of producing a piece of writing about the games, we were able to 
interview olympian twins carol and helen galashan, divers and gymnasts, and the 
lord mayor of newcastle who happened to be passing through.  we had an all-
access pass to the events of the day, interviewing staff and young athletes about their 
sports. 

the experience has been both interesting and enjoyable and has proved the 
multitude of opportunities that journalism can open up. 

charlotte SeFton 10 ogborn

an unprecedented five out of the six people who competed in this year’s boath 
minute smashed the one-minute time, leaving one of the best results ever.

annually on the date closest to his birthday, six students compete in this race around 
the school grounds to commemorate the life of andrew boath, who passed away 
aged 17 after a brave battle with leukaemia.  two spectators from each tutor had the 
privilege of watching this year’s star runner, Sophie montgomery (12 Simblet), beat 
the standing record of 52.4s with an amazing 52.0s. 

louiSe reid 10 Peterson

Celebrating the life of 
Andrew Boath
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RACHAEL WARD
How old were you when you began 
dancing, and what got you started?
i started dancing when i was three at a dance 

school just up the road from my house.  Just 
like any other little girl i loved the idea of being 

a ballerina and wearing a tutu!

What kind of dancing do you do, and what’s 
your favourite?
i do all sorts of dancing - ballet, jazz, lyrical, 
tap, commercial - but my favourite has to be jazz 
because of all the different styles it covers and its 
energy which is unlike any other form of dance.  it 
allows you to perform unique tricks, whereas ballet and 
lyrical are very precise.

Have you taken part in any big events over the years? 
yes!  i don't think i can list them all, but most of them are to 
do with the idta (international dance teachers association).  i’ve 
competed in miss dance uK, idta ballet scholarships where i have 

been a finalist and where i will be competing for the last time this coming 
February, idta regional galas and conferences in Southport.  the SendF (South 
east northumberland dance Festival) is always a highlight of my year, especially 
last year when i won the Senior modern championship and came runner-up in 
ballet.  i’ve also danced with the english youth ballet, which was a big deal to 
me as an aspiring dancer given the opportunity to dance with a professional 
company.

You’ve gained a full scholarship and are heading to one of the UK’s 
top dance schools.  How was the application process? 
the audition process was such an experience, like nothing i have ever done 
before: constant dancing, acting and singing - very tiring.  most involved an 
hour’s ballet-technique class, the same with jazz, an acting workshop and a 
singing warm-up.  you were then given the chance to perform a prepared 
solo dance, monologue and song of your choice in order to showcase your 
strengths, mine being dance.

What skills have you gained by helping with Dance Club and being 
a Dance Leader at Emmanuel? 
dance club was something i looked forward to every week and i’m really 
going to miss it!  the main dance-related skill i’ve learned from my time 
as a dance leader is to be able to choreograph any style of routine to 
suit the people you’re teaching… and to do it fast!  but i’ve also brushed 
up on more general things like organisation skills, punctuality and 
accepting responsibility.

What’s your ultimate ambition? 
there are so many things i would love to do with dance and so many 
opportunities out there.  my main aim would obviously be to star in the 
west end in one of my favourite musicals, cats or the lion King, or to 
move to america and be on broadway!  but i also want to take advantage 
of travelling opportunities, such as touring on a cruise line or working in a 
hotel abroad.
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it was Saturday morning at 6am and excitement was building on the bus.  we made 
our journey to dover ferry crossing with that ‘i’m forgetting something important’ 
feeling in the back of our minds.  when we finally made it on board, many were 
going mad trying to find a wall socket so they could charge their mobile phone.  but, 
eventually we reached the beautiful la Plagne!  the rustic houses provided incredible 
views in comparison to those at home. 

Pure white snow covered every surface, while the thought of going on a ski lift made 
my guts churn!  the first few days were spent on the nursery slopes and the small 
green-rated slopes, so that everyone (including some of the teachers) could learn 
the basic skiing techniques.  on the third day our group went on the green slopes 
and we were having so much fun whizzing underneath hotels and past our fellow 
skiers.  later in the week our group started skiing down blue and red slopes, where 
we started slow but soon picked up the pace.  after skiing down an amazing blue 
slope where we sped through a pitch black tunnel, all of the groups met up and had 
a picnic.  it was really cool and i would definitely do it again.

after a long day skiing, it was nice to come back to comfortable rooms.  Sharing with 
new people was strange at first, but it was still a good experience.  i feel that it was a 
once-in-a-lifetime adventure, and wouldn’t have missed it for the world!  to all those 
year 7s out there, i would highly recommend it to you! 

FranceSca cocKell and maX StePhenS 8 Parkhurst

SKI TRIP: Gut-churning heights
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ROMANS REPORT

GALATIANS REPORT

this year has revealed the true power of romans house.  From September right 
through to July, we have been leading the house competitions convincingly 
and, thanks to your hard work and determination, we succeeded in winning 
the coveted house cup.  this could not have happened without the help and 
support of mrs rogerson, mr grant and, of course, your wonderful tutors.  
having gone round the tutors on a regular basis – and having eventually found 
mrs roberts’ room hidden away in a dark corner of the school – we know that 
you have been committed to these events.  we have seen people willingly 
(and sometimes grudgingly!) sign up to events, some that they 

have never tried before.  we expect similar results next year under the 
capable leadership of James Knox and harriet miller.

you may think that we won because we had more athletic students 
in our house this year, but you would only be half right.  a lot of the 
points were gained by those who volunteered for anything we asked 
them to, such as Julian tomlinson (10 ogborn), or by those who 
help out with the house boards which many look at but few fully 
appreciate the work involved.  in fact, there were several events for 
which romans was the only house to put together a full team.

So we encourage you as romans, members of this victorious 
house which has proved its dominance over the competition, to 
remember your kit for once – it can’t be that hard!

ellen gray and SteFan SPence 13 neibig

it has been another awesome year for galatians!  as 
house captains we asked you last September to be 
committed, and you did not fail!  thank you everyone 
for being part of the red Powerhouse; it is your efforts 
that drove us to second place in the house cup and 
created so many unforgettable moments along the 
way.

mr hall, at the start of the year in the secret confines 
of his office (aka galatians’ hQ), outlined the master 
plan for house success to us house captains.  cue mr 
hall’s eager South african accent: “if we come second 
in every event we can easily win the house cup!”  the 

plan sounded simple on paper and, with your participation levels soaring to new 
heights, victory was almost a reality.  Sadly, our early lead was taken from us, albeit 
deservingly, by romans. 

however, it was in second place, as dark horses eating humble pie, we showed our 
true galatian colours!  we won the ‘yes chef’ cooking competition in true style, 
blowing the judges away.  the stunning teamwork displayed by the year 8 girls in 
both netball and rounders turned out to be unbeatable for the second year in a row.  
and it was a joy to have year 11s stepping up for the first time and taking part.  last, 
and by no means least, in the list of highlights are the names of those individuals 
who can be trusted to appear on the sign-up sheet for every event without fail! 
the year has indeed had a red tinge: every single one of you can certainly call 
yourselves ‘Stars of galatians’.
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i would like to say a special thanks to the year 9 Prefects, who tirelessly helped co-
ordinate teams for events, along with mrs banks and mr hall for their unwavering 
support.  andrew and vikki are not only witty and outspoken, as we have seen 
from house assemblies, but the two most qualified people to lead your house 
for the next year.  our new house captains, emma and matthew certainly have 
a big role to fill but they have massive potential to lift the house cup with your 
help!  i am sure you will get to know them not only as leaders but as your friends. 

as a final word from me, galatians, it must be remembered that the house 
competition is not all about winning, but about enjoyment, friendship and enriching 
college life.  this year i hope you will continue to show your determination to keep 
fighting for the house, standing shoulder to shoulder with friends and becoming a 
more close-knit college family.  i look forward to hearing great things!

ethan liSK 13 ridley emily ord 13 lawrence

CORINTHIANS REPORT
with romans and galatians coming 
joint first for the house cup last 
year, it would have been easy to 
be disheartened, but that is not 
how corinthians work!  this year, 
our aim was to show that we are 
a force to be reckoned with, and 
we have succeeded in doing this.  
with emphasis this year on working 
as a team, every member of the 
house stepped up to the mark and 
contributed to corinthians’ success.  
during our time as house captains, 
we have seen people perform above and beyond all expectations, and this is what 
has contributed the most to a successful house - determination. 

this dedication has led to success in a range of different events - from an all-green 
final in the Performing arts (which was hosted by our last year’s finalist, James 
haikney (13 clarke)!) to a head-to-head in brainstormers, where a new corinthian, 
matthew Shiels (7 cumming), took the title, closely beating benjamin eckford 
(13 williams), who said, “it wasn't about the individual title, it was an overall 
corinthians team victory!”  it is also worth mentioning bethan hardy (8 Fairhurst) 
and lizzie Spencer-robinson (8 honey) who put their names down and participated 
in many different house events, always enthusing and supporting their team mates 
and hence showing what it truly means to be part of corinthians.  on behalf of the 
house we would also like to thank and welcome the new corinthians in year 7; they 
have certainly proved to be a great new asset.  we have constantly been amazed by 
the number of volunteers and it’s been a pleasure coming to see you on a morning! 

this determination and positive attitude is what we aim to encourage as a house.  
despite being defeated in many events, we have accepted it humbly, knowing that 
we have given it our all and that is what truly matters.  we would like to thank amy 
and callum and mrs lisk and mr Steer for their hard work and support throughout 
the year, and we’re sure that with the help of new house captains roxi and nav, 
corinthians could be holding the house cup next year!  our success does not solely 
belong to one individual, it belongs to everyone - we are a team. 

PhilliPPa barber 13 moss Peter winch 13 williams
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SPORTS DAY RESULTS
 

Winner 
Girls 

Record 
Holder 

College 
Record     Event Winner 

Boys 
Record  
Holder 

College  
Record 

A Baker H Lambert ‘06 12.5 s 

Hurdles 

Minor  S Gorman D Lambert ’08 12.4 s 
K Nyambega H Lambert ‘08 11.9 s Junior O Adeniyi L Bloomfield ‘06 12.4 s 

S Birbeck S Bell ‘08 12.6 s Inter L Burbidge S Spence ‘11 15.4 s 
K Johnson A Scott ‘03 13.3 s Senior C Anderson A Gibson ‘08 16.2 s 
A Burbidge S Ferguson ’94 13.5 s 

100m 

Minor  A Strother L McNall ‘11 13.0 s 
A Kyle S Ferguson ‘95 12.8 s Junior A Boyle D Robinson ‘03 11.6 s 
P Scott K Gould ‘94 12.7 s Inter J Charlton D Robinson ‘04 11.3 s 

S Burgess S Varty ‘11 13.1 s Senior C Reed I Johnson ‘07 11.3 s 
N Grant S Ferguson ‘94 28.8 s 

200m 

Minor  O Birney J Winter ‘05 27.5 s 
B Salkeld-Snaith K Gould ‘93 27.4 s Junior R Dunlop J Boyle ‘10 24.4 s 

C Johnson K Murphy ‘11 27.4 s Inter L McNall L McNall ‘07 23.8 s 
S Montgomery NEW RECORD 27.5 s Senior D Maughan L McNall ‘09 23.3 s 

K Lemmon Z Njie ‘06 49.7 s 400m 
(300m for  
minor and 
junior boys 
and all girls) 

Minor  J Bailey L Morgan ‘10 46.5 s 
K Newton S Loraine ‘07 44.1 s Junior J Warriner J Warriner ‘14 39.2 s 
L Griffiths R Jameson ‘07 45.2 s Inter F Weatherill D Robinson ‘05 52.3 s 
A Fuller A Seadon ‘11 46.9 s Senior A Haggath N Montgomery ‘09 53.9 s 
A Baker S Bell ‘05 2’38.1 min 

800m 

Minor  M Cetin O Birney ’14 2’26.8 min 
S Walton S Bell ‘06 2’16.0 min Junior A Carr T Oliver ‘08 2’08.9 min 
P Scott S Bell ‘08 2’17.0 min Inter L Burbidge N Montgomery ‘08 2’06.7 min 

S Montgomery NEW RECORD 2’33.5 min Senior J Parkin N Montgomery ‘09 2’03.5 min 
T Leck S Bell ‘05 5’12.3 min 

1500m 

Minor  O Birney NEW RECORD 4’55.4 min 
K Cleland S Bell ‘06 4’59.0 min Junior H Lisk A Carr ‘14 4’34.2 min 
L Griffiths S Bell ‘08 4’58.4 min Inter J Cummins L McCourt ‘09 4’24.1 min 
A Fuller C Gibson ‘00 5’10.2 min Senior   P Safarimooki L McCourt ‘10 4’28.3 min 

K Lemmon S Harrison ‘92 7.90 m 

Shot 

Minor  S Gorman C Smith ‘99 10.03 m 
J Tchadjie K Devlin ‘97 8.94 m Junior J Warriner J Warriner ‘14 11.44 m 

E Cummins K Devlin ‘98 8.72 m Inter B Hedley A Seraphine ‘09 11.94 m 
J Owens A Scott ‘03 9.18 m Senior S Hedley D Lambert ‘13 12.19 m 

A Burbidge S Barnes ‘96 16.90 m 

Discus 

Minor  O Birney A Boyle ‘12 25.79 m 
C Whitelaw H Allen ‘02 21.88 m Junior A Boyle J Skelton ‘04 36.05 m 

K Cuthbertson R Jameson ‘07 22.04 m Inter J Charlton J Skelton ‘06 34.65 m 
R Hopkins A Scott ‘03 23.06 m Senior C Anderson D Hughes ‘09 33.80 m 
R Jeffrey L Jobling ’96 17.96 m 

Javelin 

Minor N Porthouse C Bell ‘03 24.08 m 
J Morgan A Winkworth ‘00 26.47 m Junior R Cunningham F Weatherill ‘13 39.50 m 

R Charlton A Winkworth ‘01 27.78 m Inter F Weatherill J Edwards ‘11  41.74 m 
H Miller A Winkworth ‘03 26.00 m Senior C Atess P Leonard ‘05 34.67 m 
A Crow A Scott ‘98 1.35 m 

High  
Jump 

Minor S Gorman NEW RECORD 1.49 m 
O Ewart S Bell ‘07 1.53 m Junior A Boyle P Reynolds ‘09 1.60 m 
P Scott K Dunbar ‘05 1.53 m Inter L McNall S Barras ‘97 1.76 m 

S Burgess L Smales ‘06 1.54 m Senior M Collins D Shorten ‘12 1.80 m 
A Burbidge S Ferguson ‘94 4.11 m 

Long  
Jump 

Minor M Straughan J Winter ‘05 4.77 m 
J Morgan L Smales ‘03 4.77 m Junior M Pendleton O Walker ‘08 5.90 m 
L Griffiths L Smales ‘04 4.95 m Inter L Burbidge O Walker ‘09 6.03 m 

S Montgomery NEW RECORD 4.68 m Senior C Anderson F Nyadu ‘12 5.79 m 
E Lynch S Ward ‘13 8.21 m 

Triple  
Jump 

Minor N Porthouse C Mather ‘13 9.46 m 
S Ward K Cuthbertson ‘13 9.30 m Junior O Adeniyi G Ayres ’98 12.13 m 

K Cuthbertson C Fletcher ‘07 9.65 m Inter F Weatherill L McNall ‘07 12.11 m 
C Urwin R Shiel ‘00 11.66 m Senior C Reed J Cloak ‘02 12.18 m 
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SPORTS DAY
Five records smashed at this year’s Sports day, three of them by the 
same person!  Sophie montgomery (12 Simblet) broke the records 
in 200m, 800m and long jump, and became the worthy winner 
of the coveted victrix ludorum trophy.  

another record tumbled as oscar birney (7 b milburn) shaved a 
staggering 10 seconds off the 1500m record, which had stood 
for the past 21 years.  

winner of the victor ludorum in year 10, Finlay weatherill, said: 
“every year i’ve been at emmanuel, Sports day has always been my favourite day 
of the school year and this was another classic.”  Finlay won the intermediate boys’ 
400m, Javelin and triple Jump.

a highlight for many spectators had to be the staff relay; a roaring crowd cheered 
on the competitors as they flew around the track with frightening speed.  romans 
house raced ahead, looking as though the win was in the bag - but after a 
devastating burst of pace from mrs Stewart, corinthians pulled back into the lead.  
this meant the final result was a corinthians victory, with romans in second and 
galatians in third.  this was to be a reflection of the overall result on a fantastic day, 
despite a slight shower which never threatened to dampen spirits.

lewiS buSh 10 heptinstall emily barKer 10 watters
georgia greenwell 10 ogborn
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SWIMMING GALA

CHESS - I know you’re interested
i’m sure we’re all in agreement that chess is a real 
spectator sport.  who doesn’t enjoy the sight of two 
keen competitors doing their utmost to outwit one 
another?  So, if you were in the granary on Friday 
13 december, i’m sure you were blown away by the 
expertise and endeavour on show.

the mood at 9.00am was tense.  the first round of 
matches was played for the all-important house chess 
cup, and romans continued their incredible winning 
streak, emerging victorious yet again.  then friends 
became enemies in a fierce individual competition, 

as bradley Pentolfe (9 colquitt) claimed victory in a thrilling junior final against 
nathanial Jamieson (9 colquitt).  in the seniors’ competition, the youngest 
competitor, James cummins (10 Peterson), pulled off a victory against the odds, 
with Stefan Spence (13 neibig) coming a close second. 

JameS cumminS 10 Peterson
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CHARITIES UPDATE
the past year has been an incredible one for charities at emmanuel.  together we 
have raised over £10,000 through a range of events, including bake sales, fun runs 
and pop-up shops.  one of the most memorable, and certainly most colourful, 
events of the year was a visit from the Pearl of africa children’s choir.  their vibrant 
performances inspired us to raise £1,624.88 to be sent to back to their classmates in 
uganda, on top of the £329.47 we had already raised during make a difference week 
by simply swapping our usual hot meals for a bowl of porridge.  a tastier alternative, 
bake sales, are always a favourite amongst staff and students, and this year they have 
helped us raise money for great charities such as macmillan cancer Support, the 
meningitis trust, children of uganda and the british heart Foundation.  Supporters 
of the british heart Foundation burned off calories from the bake sale pretty quickly, 
getting involved in a fancy-dress fun run, which raised £328.00 for the charity, and 
many people were also keen to put on their running shoes for the great north run, 
raising £625.00 for St oswald’s hospice.

what a great fundraiser sport can be!  this year a 12-hour hockey event brought 
in £403.00 for nokuphila School, and a 12-hour lacrosse marathon brought in a 
staggering £2,235.00 for victim Support.

let’s not forget the highly successful annual events.  a huge number donated 
shoeboxes full of gifts to blythswood care – they will help those living in desperate 
poverty in countries such as bulgaria, Pakistan and romania.  we also ran the Poppy 
appeal, showing our support for british armed Forces past and present, as well as 
our harvest appeal which helped gather vital supplies for the People’s Kitchen and 
walter’s Kitchen. 

lauren JohnSon 11 blood
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a fault in blythswood care’s delivery system this year was a blessing in disguise – 
it allowed students more time to add to the 230 shoeboxes already stacked up at 
reception by the collection date!

with the help of mrs lisk and a charitable team of students, the starter kits had 
sold out in the blink of an eye, as students hurried to pack the boxes with simple 
necessities and meaningful gifts for children living in poverty abroad.  So to mark 
our twentieth year of participation in the shoebox appeal, we had more time to 
prepare gifts, which allowed many more people in need to receive a gift which, for 
some, would be their only present that year.

a huge thank-you to everyone who brought in a shoebox this year; we know they 
make an enormous difference and bring joy to many less fortunate children at 
christmas.  269 boxes was our final total!  we hope to see your generosity continue 
for many years to come.
 
bronwyn riani 10 heptinstall wenQian Zeng 10 ogborn 
olivia moran 10 mcQuoid

FILLING SHOEBOXES AND 
HEARTS
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activities week is a really busy time!  From France to cake sales, and from tall Ships 
to the colosseum, the whole school is out and about.  this year, the gateshead 
Foodbank group was no different.  i went with 15 students to the distribution 
centre, a modern-looking council building, where we met Jackie and carol who are 
volunteers for the charity.  we experienced the weight of three days’ worth of food - 
10kg - and found out that some carry this home ten miles on foot.

next day, we took the minibus to the warehouse where Jonathan conlon, whom 
some have seen in make a difference week assemblies, welcomed us to the storage 
facility.  my group’s job was smashing up cardboard boxes for the first part of the 
day.  this was a great ‘stress reliever’, and we were proud of the towers of boxes we 
had built by the time we finished.  we were then split into food-themed groups and 
set off on a food challenge, searching the crates for sticky labels with pictures of food 
on!  in the afternoon we had a talk from Paula from dementia Friends, which really 
opened our eyes us to the problems of people with this degenerative disease and 
what we could do to be kind and make their lives happier.

wednesday was the most action-packed day by far: we were tasked with organising 
the action Foundation Summer tea Party at castlegate.  we did everything from 
assembling the cake stands to arranging the flowers, and it was honestly a lot more 
fun than anyone had imagined it would be!  we got to meet so many interesting 
people and prepare hundreds of scones, and the music was beautiful.  the Sage’s 
Silver Programme brought the Silver Singers and the Silver chimes, who had 
everybody tapping or humming along.

thursday and Friday were cake-baking days, and despite being pretty full from the 
tea party, we strived to make the best treats we could, with the help of mrs glover 
and mrs lisk.  in our group, the first day of cakes didn’t exactly go to plan; although 
the marshmallow cakes tasted lovely, they looked a little half-baked, and while the 
‘chocolate orange disappointments’ were nice enough for some, they did look a 
little droopy.  however, the toffee apple bites we made tasted amazing!  every other 
group was selling their cakes like nobody’s business, and on the second day the 
competition was even fiercer.  but our cakes and cookies tasted gorgeous, and it was 
a delight to sell them to parents and students waiting or returning from activities 
week. 

a massive thank you to mrs lisk, mrs glover, mrs Simblet, mr griffiths, the Foodbank 
volunteers, castlegate staff, and every student who took part for making the week 
so wonderful!

bronwyn riani 10 heptinstall
                                  

FUN AT THE FOODBANK
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POSTCARD FROM THE 
KING’S ACADEMY
dear students and parents,

it is great to write to you from your sister school, the King’s 
academy in middlesbrough, and to be part of your latest yearbook.

we began the 2013-14 academic year with fantastic examination 
results at gcSe and a level.  a number of records at the King’s were 

broken, including gcSe 5+ a*-c (including english and mathematics) at 
59%, and 5+ a*-c at 89%.  at a level also, 60% of all grades were a*, a 
or b – a result that is a match for any of the best sixth-form providers in 
the north-east region.

beyond academic results, students of the King’s in all year groups have been 
working hard to raise funds for our three supported charities – the butterwick 
hospice, great north air ambulance and uhuru ministries, an orphanage and school 
in Kenya.  with the combined efforts of individuals, small groups, tutor groups, 
whole year groups and the whole school, we have raised a sum total of £6,300.00 
over the course of the year, which is to be divided equally between the three 
charities.  Furthermore, an additional £5,000.00 has been raised by the students to 
convert one of the school minibuses for disabled access.  nothing makes me more 
proud than seeing students considering those in need and then resolving to improve 
their situation through the raising of much needed funds.

as a family of schools, we have enjoyed each other’s company this year at the 
eSF olympics, the business game, the Sixth-Form Pte conference, the eSF lions 
rugby tour and the visit to Zambia.  on each occasion, friendly competition and 
banter have been enjoyed, along with the forming and sustaining of meaningful 
friendships.  we always appreciate, and never take for granted, the privilege of 
being in a Foundation of four schools, where we share our experiences, the joys and 
hardships of life, and learn from one another as we all seek to provide the very best 
education we can for the students in our care.

i was so pleased to be able to watch this year’s productions of ‘return to the 
Forbidden Planet’ at trinity academy and ‘west Side Story’ at emmanuel college, 
both of which were greatly enjoyed.  along with ‘Singin’ in the rain’ at the King’s 
academy and ‘Phantom of the opera’ at bede academy, this has been a stellar year, 
demonstrating that the performing arts are clearly alive and well in the schools of 
eSF.

it is also a privilege for the four eSF schools to share one common christian ethos, 
with core values founded on the life of Jesus christ.  in a world so troubled and so in 
need of answers, many look to christ for his message of salvation and hope.

whether it be the academic results, cross-Foundation events, the school productions 
or our shared christian ethos, i hope you are as pleased and as proud as i am of 
being part of our family of schools.  i trust you will enjoy your yearbook!

with my very best wishes,

chriS drew Principal
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POSTCARD FROM 
BEDE ACADEMY
dear friends

at this year’s Presentation day, as the country 
commemorated the 100th anniversary of the start of 
the First world war, we took time to reflect on what we 
had learned from the past, while looking forward to the 
future as we celebrated the personal achievement and 
endeavour of our students.  we were therefore delighted 
to have lord mackay of clashfern as our honoured guest 
for the day.  the son of a railway signalman, lord mackay 
recalled his childhood through the Second world war 
and the difficulties that were faced at that time.  what 
should be remembered, however, is that lord mackay’s 
own determination to succeed culminated in him being the most senior law officer 
in Scotland and the longest serving lord chancellor in british government.  he 
encouraged all students to seize every opportunity to fulfil their potential and also 
to be grateful for the many good things they have been given.  this message was 
reinforced on summer visits to Zambia and South africa where Sixth Form students 
saw first-hand how little some children and families have, yet they make the best of 
what is offered to them, never forgetting to help each other.

another much admired person closer to home was lieutenant r b Stannard from 
blyth who was awarded the victoria cross for his courage and tenacity during the 
Second world war.  lord Stannard is remembered each year at bede academy when 
the trophy named after him is presented to a student for their grit and determination 
in sport and significant and selfless contribution to their team.  this year, Scott 
reynolds (year 8) received the award at the academy’s annual Sports awards dinner 
in recognition of his contribution to rugby and other sports within the academy.

if i was asked for a highlight from this year, i would struggle to choose just one, as 
there have been so many – and very different – achievements by students.  many 
sporting successes by students at bede north and bede South, the biggest-ever 
academy production, Phantom of the opera, which received excellent reviews, and 
the academy choir singing at the royal albert hall all come to mind.  also, of great 
importance in the academy calendar are the events that bring students from all four 
eSF schools together throughout the year: eSF olympics, tall Ships and Zambia, to 
name but a few.  we have seen enduring friendships forged through these events 
and we look forward to welcoming you to bede academy as we host the next eSF 
olympics.

Presentation day gave us an opportunity to reflect on some of the highlights of 
the academy’s first five years, as we reached the end of our first year where we are 
truly an all-age 3-18 academy.  no doubt your yearbook will remind you of some of 
the great achievements and lasting memories of 2013/2014, and i look forward to 
reading about our sister schools and celebrating with you another successful year.

gwyneth evanS Principal
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POSTCARD FROM 
TRINITY ACADEMY
this year has been an epic journey for trinity in so many ways.  it is a year in which 
we have been so glad of the love and support of our sister schools.  we said an 
emotional goodbye to mr brew after almost ten years as the founding Principal of 
the academy.  he has retired and is already enjoying spending more time with his 
family in liverpool and york, as well as indulging his passion for history!

we have also seen the start of our new Sixth Form block in February and its 
completion in august.  we love our new block, with the additional classrooms, 
touchscreen projectors and study spaces.  it is a great space for our sixth-form 
students to learn and they are already making good use of it.

there have been obvious pressures on the academy this year but our staff and 
students have risen to the challenge.  we have enjoyed many good times throughout 
the year.  a record number of students completed the three Peaks challenge in 
good weather (for a change), with some of them posting startlingly quick times 
that would defy most people.  the lead group completed the stern challenge in an 
impressive eight hours.

we hosted the eSF olympics this year and saw students compete across a diverse 
range of sports.  we may not have won everything but really learned what is meant 
by “it is the taking part that counts” – a fantastic event of which it was truly great 
to just be a part.  and besides – there is always next year!  our students also had a 
wonderful time on the tall Ships challenge and Zambia visit: amazing experiences 
that will never be forgotten and really show the blessings of being part of the 
eSF family, as well as allowing students and staff to demonstrate courage and 
determination.

as we celebrate our successes and achievements, we wish you all well in the coming 
year.  we all strive for that ‘personal best’, and what better way to aim for that 
than as part of the eSF family, surrounded by encouraging and supportive family 
members?  we trust that we can play our part in encouraging you and your school 
in the coming weeks and months.

david Page 
acting Principal
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LaM Oxford visit
returning to school three weeks after finishing our gcSes seemed a strange 
thing to do, but as we piled our luggage into the coach and climbed on 
board, the anticipation of our arrival at oxford university overcame the 
peculiarity.

after a six-hour journey, we arrived at oxford and were shown to our rooms 
in the prestigious mansfield college.  it was exciting settling into student 
accommodation: it gave us a foretaste of life to come at university.  at dinner 
time, in a hall which resembled a film set, we experienced a unique feature of 
mansfield college: the students and staff dining together.

our first taste of a university lecture followed; this one was about the 
application process for oxford university.  we then took a walk around the city of 
oxford, as mr ogborn pointed out key landmarks such as the eagle and child pub 
where the inklings, cS lewis’ and Jrr tolkien’s literary discussion group, would meet 
to discuss their ideas for future novels.

tuesday began with a few more taster lectures on various subjects, including critical 
thinking and law.  next we had a chance to explore magdalen college, which has 
its own deer park.  rumour has it members of this college eat some of their deer 
each year at christmas time!

the next day consisted of a guided tour of the oxford english dictionary museum, 
followed by our ‘moot’ - that is a mock court case - where the spoken parts were 
written and delivered by a few chosen members of each group.  we even hosted an 
oxford law student to play the part of our judge.

wednesday being our final night, each group delivered presentations and performed 
extracts from Shakespeare’s plays; it made for a humorous and memorable 
conclusion to the trip.

all in all, the week we spent in oxford was an eye-opening experience: new friends 
were made with people from other eSF schools, and existing friendships were 
strengthened, while we all gained valuable experience of university life.

amy calvert 11 ward
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ZAMBIA
“When you run alone, you run fast.  When you run together, you run far.”  
How true we found this Zambian proverb to be of the nation’s unquenchable 
spirit of community!

Zambia is a nation which is largely united, something in which its people 
take great pride.  the feeling of community is a strong one and it was a stark 
reminder of how we should treat and value those close to us.

Zambia is a third-world country located in southern africa, where conditions 
are beyond our imagination and the people have indescribably little.  a typical 
village has three tiny huts, which can house up to five people each, as well as 
a communal toilet and (in some cases) an eating area.  the villages are very 
community-oriented, as everyone knows each other.  the communities that 

we visited were very welcoming, giving special performances to thank us for coming 
to see them.  despite the great poverty, the six of us from emmanuel – speaking 
for those from all four eSF schools - can’t stress enough how full of admiration 
for the people we were, given their dire living conditions.  there can be no better 
illustration of the Zambian spirit than the strength the people showed every day, and 
the warmth and generosity with which we were greeted wherever we went.

callum bellShaw 12 moss

Ishmam Ahmed (12 Moss) and Rebecca Hopkins (12 Oughton) share diary extracts 
of their most touching and challenging experiences…

Arrival at Ndubaluba (rebecca)
we finally arrived at the outdoor centre ndubaluba, and we were greeted by colin, 
a 6’ 5” South african, and a familiar face, emily ord.  we were shown our ‘chalets’ 
and the famous ‘longdrop’ toilets.  horrific!  we were introduced to our showers for 
the next two weeks: a bucket and a tap.  that night we went to a really cool local 
campfire and were taught a lot about the history of Zambia.

Mount Mumpu (rebecca)
From camp 1 we had to complete a 7km walk to camp 2 at the base of mount 
mumpu.  here we set up our ‘beds’ for the night (a roll mat, a sleeping bag and a 
mosquito net).  we made our own dinner, too: noodles with a beef and vegetable 
stew and chelsea buns for pudding.  then at 7pm we went to bed, ready to climb 
Zambia’s third-highest mountain.

we started walking at 5.30am clambering over rocks.  when we reached the mouth 
of the cave the view was unreal.  Surrounded by bat poo, we had to climb boulders 
five times the size of cars and squeeze through tiny gaps in a dark space.  after 
another three hours we reached the summit: awesome!  we could even see the 
congo from the top.

Ndubaluba and the Game Farm (rebecca)
we saw loads of cool animals today.  a praying mantis fell into the truck, then a 
chameleon was found clinging to the side.  later we spotted a 2metre-long black 
cobra in a tree. 

at the game Farm we saw three giraffes, an eagle and loads of antelope-like 
creatures.  then there was ‘Steve’ the angry ostrich – probably the most dangerous 
animal in the park – which chased our truck for a while!
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in the last weeks of the school year, year 12 were whisked away to blyth for a day 
to join their colleagues from bede academy in a conference for Pte (Philosophy, 
theology and ethics), a subject normally only studied within college.  this year’s 
theme was ‘the times are changing’, dealing with topical ethical issues (such as 
euthanasia) and the role of religion in modern society.

the day was split between small discussion groups, composed of a mixture of 
emmanuel and bede students, and lectures delivered by mr ian martin from ravi 
Zacharias international ministries.  not only were the lectures themselves interesting, 
but the Q&a session afterwards offered some interesting and varied discussion.  
while the content of the day was interesting, it was the friendliness and hospitality 
offered by bede students and staff that elevated the occasion; for this we have to 
thank them!

Freddy PottS 13 wooler

PTE CONFERENCE

Home-based care (ishmam)
today was probably one of the most emotional days.  we visited a number of people 
with life-threatening illnesses. one woman, rosemary, had lost her husband and five 
children to aidS.  not only that; she was mistreated by her eldest son, and her other 
son who stayed with her uncle wanted her dead.  rosemary was one of 
the strongest people i have ever met.  She was left with two daughters 
– a four-year-old and a ten-year-old.  She could not walk and she had 
aidS, and since she was unable to do any work, the ten-year-old had 
to do everything.  rosemary was rejected by her village and accused of 
witchcraft because of her husband’s death to aidS.  i was really upset 
by this case, but so thankful for the amazing help of the charity ‘life 
line’ – without them, many people wouldn’t survive.  it angered me to 
think how we take the nhS for granted in the uK.  these people can’t 
get education and seem totally stuck in life.  i will never forget her or her 
children.
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MONTHLY REvIEW
September marked the start of a new school year, with the students’ 
return accompanied by the arrival of several new staff members.  
although the college slid smoothly back into a new term, the wider 
world was in turmoil.  in australia, the ruling labor government was 
defeated in a landslide (unlike germany, where chancellor merkel won a 
large majority), while it seemed like the west was about to take military 
action in Syria over the government’s use of chemical weapons.

Soon enough it was October, and the hive of activity in college was not 
matched in america, where the government entered a two-week-long 
shutdown.  Performing arts once again began to take centre-stage, as 
auditions took place in the middle of a month that saw the death of one 
of the last century’s rock musicians, lou reed.  carnage across the arab 
world continued, resulting in southern europe facing a refugee crisis; 
within the college community, however, international relations were 
rather warmer, as the first legs of the exchanges to France and germany 
took place with great success.

as the nights began to draw in, November made its presence felt 
in college.  For the Sixth Form, much of the month was spent in november 
assessments; art students might have been consoled by the rediscovery of around 
$1bn of art, looted by the nazis, in a flat in munich, germany.  in response to 
typhoon haiyan in the Philippines, the staff and students of college came together 
and donated hundreds of pounds to help those in need.

christmas cheer began to fill the air as December arrived, and the college 
celebrated its musicians and singers with the twin extravaganzas of the 
Performing arts Final - won by Philippa barber (13 moss) - and the 
christmas carol concert.  goodwill was, however, considerably less 
evident in ukraine, where a protest movement against President viktor 

yanukovych, which had started in november, began to reach fever-
pitch.

January was very much a month of extreme weather; in the 
united States, temperatures in many areas fell below -25°c, while 

back in the uK the Somerset levels spent much of the year underwater.  in the 
north-east, the weather was much calmer and milder, not that that would have been 
much consolation to those year 11 students undergoing trial exams throughout the 
month.

it was all-change in February, in more ways than one.  elections took place in 
thailand, costa rica and el Salvador, the latter two countries’ Spanish heritage 
familiar to those participating in the college production of ‘west Side Story’ this 
month.  Several of those involved were also amongst the german students who 

took part in the college’s inaugural exchange to berlin.  much to the sadness of 
many taking part in the production, however, actor Philip Seymour hoffman died 
from an overdose in a flat in new york.  emmanuel’s sporting year continued 
with a variety of competitions, just as the winter olympics were held in Sochi, 

russia.  Same-sex marriage was legalised in Scotland and recognised by the federal 
government of the uSa, in historic decisions by both nations.

with March came spring, more rigorous trial exams for the Sixth Form and yet more 
international crises.  weeks after the highly successful winter olympics, vladimir 
Putin annexed the crimean Peninsula into russia, while the sudden disappearance 
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of malaysian airlines Flight mh370 caused disbelief and shock around the world.  on 
a brighter note, South Korea helped to heal some of the political wounds from 
the Korean war, in which hundreds of british soldiers fought, by repatriating 
hundreds of chinese soldiers’ bodies to their homeland.

“April”, in t.S. eliot’s words, “is the cruellest month”, and in South Korea it 
was marked by tragedy when almost 300 people died in the sinking of the ferry 
Sewol.  ukraine was also convulsed by violence as the government, fresh from 
losing crimea, attempted to crush separatist rebels in the east of the country.  
in college, where the school month was dramatically shortened by the easter 
break, life was somewhat less eventful, the most significant event being the 
annual healthy living week, in which people were offered the opportunity to try out 
a huge range of sports.

May was a watershed moment for many emmanuel 
students, as the official external exams arrived once 
more.  year 13 drama students also reached a landmark 
moment, giving their last performance as a group 
(an interpretation of roald dahl’s The Magic Finger) 
to primary schools across the local area.  on the 
international stage, voters across europe went to the 
polls in elections to the european Parliament; in several 
countries, including britain and France, the results were 
dramatic and showed a large rise in euroscepticism compared to the 2009 elections.  
india, meanwhile, played host to the largest democratic election in human history, 
in which more than 550,000,000 people voted; the hindu nationalist narendra modi 
won a landslide victory.

For students, activities week was probably the highlight of June in college.  as 
well as a variety of visits and activities within the uK, students travelled to six 
other countries (Scotland, France, germany, the netherlands, Switzerland and 
italy) and encountered a range of new cultures and experiences, helping them to 
develop themselves as individuals and (at least in the case of the trips to France 
and germany) improve their language skills.  June also saw the beginning of the 
controversial 2014 world cup, in which england suffered a humiliating exit after two 
straight defeats (with other big teams such as Spain and italy suffering similarly).

July soon arrived, heralding the end of the school year.  internationally, 
July was a month dominated by violence, as the conflict between israel and 
Palestine once more exploded into violence and a passenger jet with almost 300 
people on board was shot down over eastern ukraine.  on a more cheerful note, 
german students, fresh from their exchange trip to the country, were delighted 
to see germany win a fourth world cup, narrowly beating 
argentina in the final after dealing brazil a major defeat in the 
semi-final.  back in college students sighed in relief as their 
exams finished, while year 13 bade a tearful final farewell 
to emmanuel.  Sports day, a key occasion in the college 
calendar, saw romans achieve victory by the narrowest of 
margins, acting as a fitting conclusion to a year in which they 
convincingly won the house cup.  Presentation evening, July’s 
second key college occasion, saw the display and celebration 
of an astonishing range of student talent and achievement, 
from martial arts to conducting, musicianship and academic 
excellence of the highest order, and was a just tribute to a very 
successful year for our college.

Freddy PottS 12 wooler
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TALL SHIPS
on 19 June at 6am, 17 emmanuel students joined 23 others 
from our three sister schools to embark on the voyage of a 
lifetime.  the tall Ships challenge took us away from our 
family and friends for ten days in an experience that will 
surely stay with us forever.  by the end of those ten days, 
four groups of students from four different schools would 
be a close family.  Friendships and memories were made 
that no one will forget.
 
during our voyage on the Stavros S niarchos, the crew from 
the four emmanuel schools was split up into three watches: 
red, white and blue.  each watch was largely responsible for 
navigating the ship for four hours at a time.  white watch 
seemed to get off lightly - they missed all but one of their 
4am to 8am watches!  the watches went head to head in 
challenges to determine which was the supreme watch.  at 
the end of the trip the blue watch came out on top, but did 
that have anything to do with the bribes they gave to the 
captain, including donuts?!

life on board the ship was varied and challenging.  the first 
two days were mainly spent learning skills.  and on day two, we all had the chance 
to climb up the mast… and everyone did!  ten people from each watch would be 
on mess for a whole day, which meant you had to get up at 5.45am.  the duty 
included setting the tables for the three meals that day, and washing the dishes and 
drying them.  of all of the ten days on board the ship, this was the one that went the 
slowest!

we stopped at tobermory (or balamory, as everyone called it!), where the bravest 
of the brave went into the water (two girls and half of the boys!).  we also stopped 
at Stromness, one of the towns of the orkney islands, which will forever be 
remembered for its distinct smell of cows.  
 
overall, the trip was amazing and life-changing!  we are already planning on 
meeting up over the summer, and hopefully our friendships will last the rest of our 
lives.  one thing is for sure, we all feel privileged and thankful that we have had this 
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

JoSh glencourSe 9 butterfield
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THE SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM 
Mr J Winch - Principal
Mr S Grant - vice Principal 
(Pastoral Oversight)
Mr M Hall - vice Principal 
(16-19 Achievement)
Mr M Waterfield - vice Principal 
(11-16 Achievement)
Mr T Sims - assistant vice Principal 
(CPD, Teaching and Learning)
Mr G Steer - assistant vice Principal
(Events and Specialism)

THE SENIOR BOARD 
mr S gill - Senior tutor 
mr J James - head of Sixth Form
mrs d mcdonnell - Senior teacher (Learning)

PASTORAL HEADS 
mr d greenshields 
mr P ingham 
mr t oakes 
mr n ogborn 
mrs l Simblet 
mrs a Spurr 
mrs a young 
 
ART
miss J butterfield (Head of Department)
mrs S cockell 
mrs S oakes 

BUSINESS EDUCATION
mr S robson (Head of Department)
mr g clarke (Head of Economics)
mr S hennessey (Head of ICT)
miss d baker 
mr J griffiths 
mrs l rowland
mrs l Simblet 
mrs n vasey
mr n wiecek 
mr d williams 

DRAMA
mrs P wells (Head of Department)
miss r oliver
miss K taylor 

ENGLISH 
mrs m green (Head of Department)
mrs S cox 
miss a Fairhurst 
mr S grant 
miss m Koepke
mrs d mcdonnell 
mrs m mchugh 
mrs h murthy 
miss P osterman 

mr a oughton 
miss J Philipson
dr c robertson
mrs r Scott
mrs m wooler 

GEOGRAPHY 
mr l yellowley (Head of Department)
miss a colquitt 
mr a Farquhar 
mrs K heptinstall 
mr t Sims
mrs K Smith

HISTORY 
mr S bees (Head of Department)
mrs g buckley 
mr S gill 
mr J James 
mr d mcQuoid
mr n ogborn 

INDIVIDUALISED LEARNING 
miss n Swan 
mrs S cockell 

MATHEMATICS 
mr d ridley (Head of Department)
mrs g barrass 
mr w cumming 
miss g Foster 
mrs K Fuller 
miss e harkins
mr P lawrence 
mr J lloyd 
dr S Parkhurst 
miss S Parkinson
mrs r renshaw 
mr b wood

MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
mr t oliver (Head of Department)
mrs a allen 
miss c allen
miss a anthony
mrs r brown
mrs r magee
mrs J moss 
mr S mulgrew
mrs a neibig
mrs K roberts 
mrs a Spurr 
mrs a young 

MUSIC 
mrs d dueck (Head of Department)
mrs S durant 
miss h nichol 

STAFF OF 2013-2014
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
mr S leonard (Head of Department)
miss v aspinwall
mrs J begg
mr d coole
mr P ingham 
miss r renham 
miss e routledge

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
mr P mcKenzie (Head of Department)
mr P buckley 
mr d greenshields 
mr d Schneider 
miss J thompson (Head of Community & Ethos)
miss m watters 

SCIENCE 
mr c Farrelly (Head of Department & Physics)
mr t oakes 
miss b milburn
mr J Simmons
mrs c tully
dr d howe (Head of Biology)
mr l blood 
miss P carruthers 
mr m hall 
miss n milburn 
mr J ward 
dr r bulmer (Head of Chemistry)
miss c baker
miss l Jarvis
mr S layfield
dr S massen 
mr d osman 
mr r Stewart 

TECHNOLOGY 
mr P ogden (Head of Department)
mr d hagon (Head of Electronics)
mr S rear (Head of Engineering)
mrs l glover 
mr S gooch 
mr J honey 
mr K miah 
mr d mustard 
mr c Peterson 
mr g Phillips 
mr g Steer 
mr g thompson 

SUPPORT STAFF
mrs S longton (P.A. to the Principal)

ACADEMIC OFFICE 
dr K benbow 
mrs l rickman 

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
miss P turnbull (Head of Department)
mrs c boath 
mrs c clark

mrs a glaister 
mrs m Jackson 
mrs c thompson 

AUDIOVISUAL SERVICES 
mr S richardson (AV Services Manager)
mrs v dixon 
mrs S Fingleton 
mr r metcalf 
mr g nattrass 

FACILITIES 
mr n Spooner (Facilities Manager)
mr t alexander
mr d Peel  

FINANCIAL SERVICES 
mrs P everitt (Finance Officer)
mrs J allinson 

HOUSE MANAGERS 
mrs m banks (Galatians)
mrs g lisk (Corinthians)
mrs S rogerson (Romans)
mrs a rutter

LEARNING SUPPORT 
mrs J birleson 
mrs g corner 
mrs r Saul
mrs S Stewart 

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SERVICES
miss J Philipson (Head of Department)
mr J Johnson

NETWORK SERVICES 
mr c middlemas (Network Services Manager)
mr b hullah 
mr a lewis 

PE DEPARTMENT
mr S worth 

SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 
mrs J atkinson (Senior Science Technician)
mr b buckley 
mrs l herring 
miss K Stephenson 
mrs S Stewart 

TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT 
mr d runciman 
mr S thomas 
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